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The objective of this research project was to identify the limitations asso-

ciated with schedule-based Material Requirements Planning (SBMRP) and to

present a knowledge-based expert system (KBES) approach to solve these prob-

lems.

In SBMRP, the basic strategy is to use backward or forward scheduling

based on an arbitrary dispatching rule, such as First-In First-Out. One of the

SBMRP weak points is that it does not use such job information as slack times,

due dates, and processing times, information which otherwise is important to

good scheduling decisions. In addition, the backward scheduling method pro-

duces a better schedule than the forward scheduling method in terms of holding

and late costs. Dependent upon job characteristics, this may or may not be

true and should be tested.

This study focused on the means to overcome these two weak points by

the use of a KBES. Heuristic rules were developed through an experiment-

based knowledge acquisition process to generate better schedules, rather than



relying solely upon forward or backward scheduling. Scheduling performance

was measured, based on the minimization of the sums of holding and late costs.

Due to complexities of the problem, heuristic methods were used rather

than analytic methods. In particular, five loading rules were selected, based

upon their close relationship to selected job characteristics, including processing

times and due dates. Combined loading methods (CLMs) were developed to

obtain better performance, derived by combining the two existing SBMRP

scheduling strategies with five loading heuristic rules. This resulted in the gen-

eration of 10 CLMs for further evaluation.

Since this study proposed a new approach, an expert human scheduler

was not available. To overcome this problem, knowledge acqusition through

computer experimentation (KACE) was utilized, based upon an architecture of

five components: job generator, scheduler, evaluator, rule generator (an ex-

tended version of ID3), and the KBES. The first three components were used

to generate a large number of examples required by the rule generator to de-

rive knowledge. This derived knowledge was incorporated into the KBES.

Experimental results indicated that the KBES outperformed the two

existing SBMRP methods. Based on sensitivity analysis, the KBES exhibited

robust performance with regard to every job parameter except number of parts.

As the number of parts was increased, KBES performance was subject to deg-

radation since the possibility of interactions or conflicts between parts tended to

increase, resulting in shifting the threshold ratio of total available time to total

processing time. Thus, it is strongly recommended that a new KBES capable of

accommodating 30 parts or more should be developed using the KACE meth-

od.
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Schedule-Based Material Requirements Planning:

An Artificial Intelligence Approach

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

The published literature abounds with studies on job-shop scheduling.

Blackstone et al. (1982), Day and Hottenstein (1970), and Panwalker and Iskan-

der (1977) reviewed single-stage, job-shop scheduling, but the major limitation

in much of this research was the assumption that no assembly operations are

required to manufacture a product. Thus, each job is assumed to be an inde-

pendent operation. In reality, most products require some type of assembly.

This situation is made worse by the fact that, even when it is assumed that no

assembly operations are required, there are no practical methods which can

guarantee that optimum schedules can be generated. Nonetheless, the prob-

lems of production scheduling have received a large amount of attention and

numerous attempts have been made to overcome the inherent combinatorial

problem.

Lageweg et al. (1977) has stated that "in spite of some progress, a large

amount of work remains to be done." Similarly, a pessimistic prediction by

Conway et al. (1967) has retained its basic validity: "Only very small problems

can be solved optimally within a reasonable time." These small problems are

often based on the use of a single machine problem with a variety of optimiza-

tion (Heard, 1976; Eilon & Chowdhurry, 1977; Lockett & Muhlemann, 1972).
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For even problems which are restricted in scope, the combinatorial difficulties

remain. In other words, in operations research it is generally accepted that the

job shop scheduling problem is at best difficult, and to date no one has been

able to achieve a polynomially-bound software solution (Lenstra & Rinnooykan,

1978). Rather, Dannenbring (1977a,b) has demonstrated that workable solu-

tions can be obtained by the use of heuristics: "In general, heuristic methods

are relatively economical in their utilization of computational resources when

compared with optimizing techniques".

In the multistage job shop, subcomponents are assembled into compo-

nent assemblies, which are then put together in a final product. When jobs are

assumed to be independent (as in the single-stage job shop), job delays are due

mainly to lack of productive capacity. If jobs require some assembly and thus

are dependent upon each other, delays may occur from the lack of component

parts necessary to form subassemblies as well as from lack of productive capaci-

ty. Given the problems of the single-stage job shop, it is understandable that

published research involving multistage job shops is limited in extent (Biggs,

1985; Goodwin & Goodwin, 1982; Goodwin & Weeks, 1986; Huang, 1984; Max-

well & Mehra, 1968; Miller et al., 1975; Russel & Taylor, 1985). However, it

has been determined that the class of due-date-based sequencing rules per-

formed better than other classes of rules which have been tested.

Material Requirement Planning (MRP) was developed to plan and con-

trol materials and to provide valid order-due dates for assembly job shops.

MRP provides component priorities in the form of component due-dates by

offsetting component gross requirements by expected lead times. In reality,

however, the due dates may not be feasible since MRP does not consider pro-

ductive capacity. Subsequently, Schedule-Based Material Requirement Plan

(SBMRP) has been developed to control this problem (Hastings et al., 1982;
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White, 1986). SBMRP is used to generate feasible schedules from which, in

turn, material requirements plans can be generated. The basic strategy is to

apply forward or backward scheduling based upon an arbitrary dispatching rule.

The forward method loads jobs forward to finite capacity. Using the backward

method, jobs are effectively delayed as long as possible while still meeting their

due dates. However, this effect can cause conflicts with other jobs which must

simultaneously utilize the same machinery, to the degree that both cannot main-

tain their due date.

Knowledge-based expert systems (KBES), a class of artificial intelligence

(AI) tools, have been suggested as a means to solve difficult scheduling prob-

lems, and several investigations have examined the representation of scheduling

by AI means. Bullers et al. (1980) demonstrated that predicate logic could be

used in a manufacturing domain. However, this methodology cannot be used to

appropriately represent complex knowledge due its the lack of expressiveness

(Fikes & Kehler, 1985). Fox (1983, 1984) used a frame-based knowledge repre-

sentation scheme to construct an intelligent scheduling and information system

(ISIS). The system is based on constraint-directed reasoning, and adopts a

heuristic approach to shop scheduling. In this sense, knowledge consists mainly

of the awareness of constraints and the expertise of the scheduler since expert

knowledge can be used to relax constraints when a conflict occurs and to deter-

mine the proper bounds of solutions. However, the system has not implement-

ed, in part because of difficulties in the integration of scheduling systems with

existing databases and information systems (Rodammer et al., 1988).

In addition to the KBES approach, AI search methods may be used to

create workable solution. These methods employ heuristic rules to guide the

search and have been considered as possibly efficient procedures for obtaining

effective scheduling. For example, Ow and Morton (1985) have described how
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a beam-search method can be used as an efficient search procedure. However,

since performance is dependent on the number of jobs as well as the beam

width, the method has not been found to be appropriate for practical-sized

problems.

Most of the studies reviewed have dealt with methods of knowledge

representation and/or efficient search techniques to obtain useful production

schedules with minimal lengths of production time, but at the same time they

have not developed an effective means to extract and apply expert knowledge.

Hart (1985) analyzed some of the difficulties in interviewing human experts for

the transfer of knowledge to computer programs. The principal problem is not

just the search for expert knowledge, but the time-consuming process of extract-

ing useful knowledge once it has been found. Moreover, in many cases expert

knowledge is unavailable, since it simply does not exist. One possible alter-

native approach has been to consider training nonexpert operators, allowing the

operators to practice with simulated systems, accumulate experience, and then

build expert systems based upon their newly acquired expertise (Kim, 1988).

The objective of this study was to identify the problems associated with

the SBMRP, and to present a KBES solution approach based on a feasible

means of knowledge acquisition. This thesis is organized as follows. The gen-

eral characteristics and problems of MRP/production systems are described in

Chapter 2. In Chapters 3 and 4, existing MRP and scheduling approaches are

discussed, and the strengths and weaknesses of schedule-based MRP systems

are considered in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 describes SBMRP requirements in view

of the benefits and the problems of building a KBES, while Chapter 7 presents

the formulation of a knowledge acquisition system through the computer experi-

mentation (KACE) method for implementation of the KBES. Chapter 8 pro-

vides an evaluation of the proposed KBES, and the findings of the current
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investigation as well as the suggested scope of future research are considered in

Chapter 9.

1.2 Research Contribution

This study identifies two of the major problems associated with the im-

plementation of the SBMRP, the blind use of either forward or backward

scheduling methods and the failure to incorporate holding and late costs into

the evaluation of the resultant schedules. A new approach, based upon the use

of KACE, was developed for the purpose of generating more efficient produc-

tion schedules and material requirements plans. The KACE methodology is a

unique contribution to the design of knowledge-based expert systems in that it

offers an alternative means of solving difficult problems when either an expert

or an expert knowledge base is unavailable.

In addition, a KBES for the efficient scheduling of tasks in a manufactur-

ing environment was developed, based upon the use of uniquely derived KACE

heuristics. The principal significance of the proposed system is its ability to

generate feasible production schedules and material requirements plans as rap-

idly as existing methods, while providing exceptionally good performance. This

capability makes it possible to provide all of the advantages of an integrated

approach without excessive computation requirements. Figure 1.1 illustrates the

effective integration of production scheduling and material requirements plan-

ning.
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Schedule-Based
MRP

Production
Planning

Materials
Requirement
Planning

KBES

Figure 1.1. Improved integration of production planning and
MRP systems.

This study also provides a novel use of an induction program in the

KBES scheduling application. The induction program was used to generate a

knowledge base through application of the KACE methodology and served to

automate the knowledge acquisition process. The derived knowledge base was

then used by the KBES inference engine to select an efficient scheduling

method. From sensitivity analysis, this study demonstrates the robustness of the

proposed KBES to a wide variety of parameter changes, with the exception of

its sensitivity to the number of parts to be scheduled. As the number of parts

was increased, the possibility of interactions and conflicts also increased. This

caused a shift in the threshold value of the total available time to total proces-

sing time (TA/TP) relationship, implying that a new KBES should be developed

through KACE whenever the number of parts to be scheduled is in excess of

30.
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2. GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF PRODUCTION SYSTEMS

This chapter provides an introduction to production systems, identifying

some of the problems associated with current production planning packages.

Even though the current generation of software packages has significant limita-

tions, they have been of some utility for the scheduling of material requirements

plans and production schedules. Insofar as material requirements planning

(MRP)1 presents the most viable solution for scheduling, its strengths and

weaknesses are discussed in Chapter 3, following this general review of the

structure of production systems.

2.1 General System Design and Specifications

A production system is the process by which elements are transformed

into useful products, or an organized procedure for the conversion of inputs

into outputs. Two important procedural components, MRP and production

scheduling, play a central role in the planning of production systems. The first

step in the process is the description of the parameters of the production sys-

tems. To assure consideration of a complete set of requirements, the examples

considered in this section have been selected from published reports on related

issues (Shanker & Tzen, 1985; Dar-El & Wysk, 1985).

Customers order specific product amounts by given delivery dates,

demands which are fed into the production system. The principal responsibility

1In this study, MRP is used to indicate either material requirements plan or
material requirements planning, according to the context.
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of production system operations is to take customers' orders and then deliver

the products at minimal cost. In carrying out these responsibilities, two impor-

tant MRP and production scheduling decisions must be made in order to plan

production to meet demands. Each product is accompanied by a bill of materi-

als (defined below) broken down into its lowest levels. Each part to be pro-

cessed has an internal due date, as well as processing routings through given

work centers and stated processing times. The two problems involve scheduling

a given number of jobs for the affected work centers and providing a material

requirements plan.

2.1.1 Job Arrival

A job is defined as a known demand for finished goods which occurs

according to probability distributions. However, it has been shown that job

shop performance is largely unaffected by assumptions regarding the type of job

arrival time distribution (Fry, 1989). For the greater part, an exponential or

Erlang distribution has been used as a candidate job arrival distribution system,

partly due to its ease of application in mathematical models based upon queu-

ing or network theory. For practical applications, it can't be determined that

specific studies have been undertaken to report on the distribution of interar-

rival times of jobs in assembly shops. In real situations, jobs arrive at the pro-

duction system one-by-one and are usually available at the beginning of produc-

tion planning.

2.1.2 Due Date

On arrival at the shop, each job is assigned a delivery due date before it

is actually released to the shop floor for processing. Basically, two types of due

date assignment procedures can be identified:
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1) Exogenous due-date assignment. The customer determines the

due date, which may be considered random in nature and is sub-

ject to negotiation before acceptance by the manufacturer.

2) Endogenous due-date assignment. The manufacturer establishes

the due-date, which is an estimate of the expected throughput

time for the accepted job.

Conway (1965) determined that there were four methods of due-date

assignment, including: (1) CON, constant due-dates; (2) RAN, random due-

dates; (3) TWK, due-dates based on total work content; and (4) NOP, due-

dates based on the required number of operations for the jobs. In a study by

Rochette and Sadowski (1976), in which TWK was used, the due-date was pres-

ent time + total processing time + a number of hours randomly drawn from a

uniform range distribution of range [0 to 10].

2.1.3 Bill of Material

A bill of material (BOM) is a key input document in production plan-

ning for the establishment of a proper inventory control system, describing the

relationship among parts. In a sense, BOM is a parts list. However, BOM is

much more than a parts list in that it shows precisely how a product is actually

put together from raw materials and parts into subassemblies, and then into

final assemblies. The relationships among the parts can be represented in

many ways, including the cross-classification chart, the product structure tree,

and indented bills of material (McLeavey et al., 1985). The product structure

tree is commonly used to display the total makeup of a particular product.

Gutzmann et al. (1986), Fry et al. (1989), and Russel et al. (1985) have

shown that product structure greatly affects scheduling performance and is a
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major variable in MRP system performance. Product structure may be defined

as shown in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1 Product structure classification.

Product Structure Definition

Flat Have one or two levels of parts
and tend to spread horizontally

Tall Have a relatively large number of
levels and do not spread horizon-
tally but extend horizontally

Mixed Have tallness and flatness charac-
teristics within one structure

Tall/flat mix

Mixed product mix

Several product structures each of
which is product mix, either flat
or tall

Several product structures each of
which may be classified as a
mixed-product structure

Source: Gutzmann et al., 1986.

Figure 2.1 represents a mixed structure that has characteristics of both

tall and flat BOMs. Assuming that the part P1 has been bought from other

manufacturers and the part P2 has been manufactured, these two parts are sub-

assembled into SAl. Once the SA2 has been subassembled in a similar way,

SAl and SA2 are assembled into the final product, Prod.

Fry et al. (1989) examined the effect of three different product structures

on the performance of selected priority dispatching rules in a six-machine as-

sembly job shop. Results indicated that significant relationships existed between

the structure of the product bill of materials and the priority dispatching rule,

and that specific rules were better suited to certain product structures. Russel
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SA1

P1 P2
I Pi 3

SA2

P4-

Figure 2.1. BOM structure.
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et al. (1985) constructed two BOMs to represent a tall BOM with four assembly

levels and a flat BOM with three assembly levels. It was concluded that as the

BOM grew taller with additional levels, the probability that the job would be

completed after its due date increased. In addition, it was suggested that the

performance of the shortest processing time sequencing rule improved as the

product structure grew taller.

2.1.4 Batch Size

A batch is defined as a group of units to be manufactured. Production

at a given facility is generally not unit-by-unit, rather entire units are simulta-

neously processed for production efficiency. In batch production systems, the

scheduling problem involves a wide variety of product components and assem-

blies which require time on specific machines to carry out essential processing.

For scheduling purposes, no differentiation is necessary between different

but consecutive operations on a particular product unit when these operations

are performed on the same machine. The operation times for such consecutive

operations may be aggregated for all units in the product batch to form a single

job operation processing time for a particular machine. Nothing precludes a

specific batch from passing through the same machine on more than one occa-

sion for the performance of different nonconsecutive operations. Each occasion
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would be associated with a separate job operation and processing time. The

individual job operation processing time blocks would be governed, as respects

the order in which they are carried out, by the technological ordering con-

straints specified by the operations layout. Therefore, the total processing time

of a product batch for one particular machine is the sum of the individual job

operation processing times. From this point, the term job will be used to indi-

cate a single item or a batch of like items.

2.1.5 Number of Part Types

There is no evidence that specific studies have been undertaken to re-

port on the number of part types in assembly job shop. However, some idea of

the problem can be drawn from surveys of modern manufacturing systems.

Jaikumar (1984) conducted a survey of 28 flexible manufacturing system (FMS)

and observed that 25 of them manufactured between 4 and 22 part types, while

the remaining 3 systems each produced more than 100 different parts. Smith et

al. (1986) surveyed 22 FMS operations in the U.S. and investigated several

aspects of FMS characteristics, including the number of part types processed,

batching of part types, system costs, and scheduling criteria. Table 2.2 shows

the results of the survey question for the number of part types processed.

2.1.6 Process Routings and Processing Times

In classical machine-scheduling problems, each job is processed on every

machine exactly once, in a strict technological (i.e., within job) sequence. In

actual manufacturing environments, process routings can be far more dynamic

and complex and it is rare that each job is processed on every machine. In his

study, Gutzman (1986) randomly generated the routings for each set of parts.

In addition, Dar-El (1985) defined three types of processing time distributions:
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(1) exponential, (2) normal and (3) uniform. For most research problems,

exponential distribution is commonly assumed.

Table 2.2. Number of part types
processed.

Percent of TotalPart Types Response

1 -10 22

11 - 20 14

21 - 30 7

31 - 50 14

51 - 100 7

Above 100 36

Source: Jaikumar, 1984.

2.1.7 Shop Size

In a survey by Panwalker and Iskander (1977), 11 out of the 24 studies

reviewed assumed four to six machines in a conventional job shop. For the

FMS, even more organized data can be obtained. In 1981, the Japanese Pro-

duction Technology Investigation Society collected data on 79 existing FMS in

the United States and Europe. Table 2.3 indicates the number of machines

employed by each of these manufacturing systems.

2.1.8 Production Planning/Scheduling and Material Planning

Muhlemann et al. (1982) described three levels of scheduling frequency.

In a typical schedule the current set of jobs is produced, and as this schedule is

worked through, new jobs arrive at the shop. The two extremes are to produce

a new schedule each time a new job arrives, or to completely finish the existing

schedule before producing a new schedule which includes the newly arrived



jobs. Alternatively, a possible solution is formed as a compromise between

these two.

Table 2.3. Number of FMS and corresponding num-
ber of machines in operation.

No. of No. of No. of No. of
Machines FMS Machines FMS

1 4 10 8

2 6 11 1

3 4 12 4

4 7 13 2

5 10 15

6 11 16 1

7 8 28 1

8 4 29 1

9 5 80 1

Source: Japanese Production Technology Investiga-
tion Society, 1981.

14

Ignoring computational considerations, the "best" approach could be to

have an on-line system whereby every time an operation is completed on a

machine, this information is fed into the computer. The computer then deter-

mines the actual status of the shop at that time and, while taking into account

all relevant data based upon chosen some criterion, selects the next operation

for that machine. Clearly, the computational implications of this method con-

siderable, and in many cases this is not economically feasible at the current

time.
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2.1.9 Measures of Production System Performance

Despite the various criteria currently in use for the performance mea-

surement particular scheduling algorithms, only a single optimality criterion (e.g.,

minimum makespan or minimum tardiness) has been normally used to solve a

problem. Most existing systems do not try to minimize the sums of holding

costs and late costs.

2.2 Current Production Planning Systems

Thousands of individual firms have generated their own scheduling and/or

MRP techniques, for which there has been no published data. A number of

commercial software packages have been used to aid human schedulers in gen-

erating both production schedules and MRPs, though the solutions they provide

are at best imperfect. Rodammer and White (1988) classified these packages

by the scheduling technique or by the underlying scheduling philosophy em-

ployed. MRP, just-in-time (JIT), and optimized production technology (OPT)

are among the most current of the scheduling philosophies and associated soft-

ware packages.

MRP systems are perhaps those most widely used in industry today.

They provide a highly detailed and an excellent means for determining and

tracking material requirements. As a means of production scheduling, however,

they leave great room for improvement. Their principal shortcoming is that

they determine capacity requirements based on prescribed product volumes and

starting and due dates, while ignoring installed or available production capacity

(Rodammer & White, 1988; McAreavey et al., 1988; Hastings et al., 1982).

JIT production is a scheduling philosophy for the elimination of stocks

between successive processes through application of smoothing techniques and

stable forecasts to aid in process improvement (Aggrawal, 1985). The obvious
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benefit of this scheduling method is derived from the reduced capital costs

associated with holding inventories, both in terms of reduced storage space and

reduced investment in raw materials and intermediate goods on hand. Equally

important benefits can be derived from associated improvements in process flow

and floor control, particularly with regard to the early elimination of problems

that increase inventories, including machine downtime, changes of orders, absen-

teeism, or the necessity of purchase lead time. As a scheduling philosophy,

since buffer stocks are essentially eliminated, the success of JIT production is

dependent upon highly reliable suppliers, workforce, and repair facilities. At

present, JIT has the singular disadvantage of being purely descriptive, and there

is no prescriptive theory or method for deriving JIT schedules or achieving JIT

goals (Rodammer & White, 1988). However, JIT has been commonly misclassi-

fied as a "method" that achieves minimal WIP with a lot size of one.

The OPT method has recently emerged as a popular means of produc-

tion planning and scheduling (Jacobs, 1983, 1984). The literature initially sug-

gested that OPT was a direct alternative to use of an MRP, but at present it is

advocated as a sophisticated addition to MRP scheduling routines (Fox, 1983b).

Little is known of the OPT proprietary software, and therefore no rigorous

evaluation has been undertaken (McAreavey et al., 1988; Rodammer and

White, 1988). It has been noted that OPT can require significant time to gen-

erate schedules and therefore may be not appropriate as a real-time scheduling

tool for variably paced production systems.

The problems with the JIT and OPT alternatives suggest that MRP still

offers the most viable current solution to problems of production planning

(McAreavey, et al., 1988). Thus, the strengths and weaknesses of MRP are

discussed in detail in the following chapter.
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3. MATERIAL REQUIREMENTS PLANNING

In this chapter existing approaches to material requirements planning

(MRP) are described and their advantages and disadvantages are discussed.

More detailed discussions of MRP have are available in studies by New (1973),

Orlicky (1975), McClain and Thomas (1980), Peterson and Silver (1979), and

Plossl (1973), each of which provides a comprehensive bibliography. The pur-

pose of this chapter is two-fold: First, to review the work on existing MRPs

and second, to discuss the deficiencies of these systems. A number of articles

have commented both on the successes of MRP as well as its difficulties. Blast-

ingame and Weeks (1981) noted that MRP is a "major and difficult change"

while advocating its implementation. A similar tone was established by Jai-

kumar and Rau (1976), Lawrence (1977), and Teplitz (1980). The deficiencies

reported are what must be overcome in order to facilitate the creation of effi-

cient and feasible MRP production schedules.

3.1 Introduction

MRP is a central activity in material planning and control. The manage-

rial objectives of MRP are to provide "the right part at the right time," in order

to meet production schedules. To accomplish this goal, MRP provides formal

plans for each part number, whether it consists of raw materials, components,

or finished goods. Figure 3.1 is a description of the operation of an MRP

system. The master production schedule (MPS), which specifies the quantities

of end items to be produced by a given time period several time periods in the
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future, activates the entire MRP system. End items may be finished products

or the highest level assemblies from which these products can be built. The

planning horizon for the MPS must be at least as long as the cumulative lead

time for purchasing and manufacturing.

Orders/
Forecasts
of Service
Parts

Inventory
Inventory Transactions
Status > - - - > Data
Data

Material
Master
Production > Requirements Time-Phased
Schedule - - - > Requirements

Planning Plan

Bills of
Material >

Figure 3.1 The MRP system.

In addition to MPS, there are two other basic MRP inputs. For each

part number, a bill of material shows what other part numbers are required as

direct components. Second, inventory status inputs are fed into the MRP sys-

tem and these two types of data are used to offset material orders to earlier

time periods to allow for lead times at each step in the production process and

for supplier lead times. This process results in a time-phased set of compo-

nent/raw material requirements. The inventory transactions resulting from the

MRP actions are then returned to the inventory status data so that current

inventory records are maintained.
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3.2 Order Point Technique vs MRP

In many inventory systems stocks of items carried in each warehouse are

replenished when the available stock, either on hand or previously ordered, falls

to an order point. The order point is part-based, whereas material require-

ments planning is product-oriented. Order point methods utilize data on the

historical demand behavior of an inventory item, in isolation from all other

items. In contrast, MRP ignores past records to look toward the future, and as

defined in the MPS it works with data to specify the component relationships

(BOM) that make up a product. MRP is applied primarily to production sys-

tems exhibiting parent-component relationships, whereas component items are

used to compose the parent item. The manufacture of assembled products is

an obvious example. If the end items can be stated in a master production

schedule, an MRP system can be utilized.

While MRP is applicable to parent-component production systems, tradi-

tional order-point techniques cannot accommodate parent-component relation-

ships. Forecasting and order-point systems treat each component separately;

the value of an MRP system is that there is no need to forecast individual part

requirements when a schedule of end item production can be obtained. Alfred

Sloan (1964) recognized this as early as 1921, when analysts at General Motors

made a "purely technical calculation" of the quantity of materials required to

support the level of production necessary to yield a given number of cars.

Each car had four wheels, so there was no need to make independent forecasts

of the number of wheels required. However, it was useful to forecast automo-

bile sales, which represented independent or external demand factors. Once

the production levels needed to support the sales forecasts were determined,

the dependent or derived wheel requirements could be obtained by simple
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multiplication. In forecasting, the separate treatment of individual items is a

waste of valuable time. Having separate order points for individual items caus-

es excessive holding costs, while increasing the risks of stock outages. Rather,

parent-component items should be matched so that planned orders for the

parent become gross requirements for the component.

It is useful to more closely examine the accusation of excessive holding

costs to see the weakness of separate order point systems. Tables 3.1 and 3.2

provide a contrast of the reaction of order point and MRP systems to lumpy

demand, which may be both discontinuous (periods of zero demand) and irregu-

lar (the size of the lumps varies).

Table 3.1. Excessive holding in an order-point system (Q,R).

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

GR 15 15 0 0 0 15 90 0 0

OH 45 30 15 15 105 105 90 0 0 0

POR 90

Q = 90, R = 30, L = 2; units held = 405.
GR = gross requirements; OH = on-hand at end of period; POR =

planned order release.

Table 3.2. Reasonable holding in an MRP system.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

GR 15 15 0 0 0 15 90 0 0

OH 45 30 15 15 15 15 0 0 0 0

POR 90

L = 2; units held = 135.
GR = gross requirements; OH = on-hand at end of period; POR =

planned order release.
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The order-point system places the order too early and hence carries a wasteful

inventory. Lumpy demand is not peculiar to parent-component systems, but it

is can certainly be used to characterize them. Lot sizing at the parent level

causes lumpy demand at the component level. In an environment of parent-

component relationships and associated lumpy demand, the traditional EOQ

system yields excessive holding costs.

Although use of the order-point system leads to excessive holding costs,

the increased inventory levels do not contribute to increased service levels since

the inventories are held at the wrong time. For MRP, it is not useful to separ-

ately forecast and control the parent and component items. Even with well

maintained controls at the individual item level, the probability of being able to

produce parent items with all components present in sufficient quantities is

rather low. It is the special ability of MRP to plan for component requirements

from the raw material levels to those of the end items.

3.3 Lead Time MRP

The traditional MRP approach begins with an authorized master sched-

ule, generally taken to be a statement of end item or product level require-

ments by date and by quantity. The product level requirements are then bro-

ken down into the various assembly and subassembly requirements from the

structured BOM. At each level of the structured BOM, the total net require-

ments for a particular item are scheduled into production batches, and each

item or assembly is offset backwards by its production lead time. This lead

time must be fixed before consideration can be given to the actual scheduling

of production requirements. Thus, the end result is a time-phased requirements

plan for end products through assemblies to bought-out items. This approach

may be referred to as "lead time MRP" since the complete plan time phasing is
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constructed upon the base of production lead times, fixed prior to attempting

the implementation of scheduling.

3.4 Lead Time MRP Problems

For the time-phased requirements plan produced via lead time MRP,

the completion of feasible production schedules and purchasing plans are a

necessity. However, in practice it has often been impractical to generate a

production schedule. First, the requirements plan may include either jobs in

progress or others that will be completed even prior to the institution of the

requirements plan. Second, the plan may require the delivery of raw materials

by dates which cannot be achieved. Third, the jobs due to be performed in a

given time period may require more capacity than is actually available. This

situation is illustrated in Table 3.3 by the following three-part job.

Table 3.3. Three-part job data.

Due Production Raw
From Work Lead-Time Material

Part Now Operation Center (days) Required

A 7 Al M1 2.0 400 RM1

A2 M2 3.0 500 RM2

A3 M3 1.0 200 RM3

B 3 B1 M1 1.0 200 RM1

B2 M2 1.0 600 RM4

B3 M3 0.5 400 RM2

C 5 Cl Ml 1.0 700 RM5

C2 M2 3.0 800 RM2

C3 M3 1.0 200 RM3
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Figure 3.2 is an illustration of the timings associated with the operation

of each job when the standard MRP technique of offsetting the due date by the

production lead time is used to determine the start date. If each work center

processes only one job at a time, the work centers are overloaded. This clearly

demonstrates the possible impracticalities inherent in this technique. These

limitations have been addressed, if by no means solved, by the use of separate

system modules for capacity requirements planning (White, 1986).

M1 Cl Al

M2
0 A2

M3 B3 C3 A3

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 D 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19

Figure 3.2. Timings for three-part job.

Figure 3.3 maps the item stock levels, given that the initial stock level

for RM1 is 500, materials are issued at the commencement of operations, and

that the plan represented in the figure makes no allowance for infeasibilities.

The shortfall on Date 1 may not occur if sufficient quantities of RM1 can be

procured by that time. However, if the shortfall cannot be offset, the situation

constitutes an infeasibility and yet another drawback to the use of this tech-

niques. Even when the shortfall can be offset, the plan requires the delivery of

raw materials by a date which cannot be achieved. Thus, the lead time ap-

proach to MRP runs the risk of encountering any number of infeasibilities.
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In summary, MRP can provide a useful approach to planning and con-

trolling material requirements. However, it lacks the capability of generating

feasible production schedules. Therefore, a means to obtain feasible and effi-

cient production schedules, based upon the production scheduling approach, is

described in the following chapter.
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4. PRODUCTION SCHEDULING

In this chapter, existing approaches to scheduling are described and their

advantages and disadvantages are discussed. The purpose of this discussion is

three-fold: First, to review investigations of scheduling problems; second, to

determine which methods are applicable for solution of the problems of sched-

ule-based MRP; and third, to determine the degree to which scheduling rules

affect scheduling performance.

4.1 Characteristics of Scheduling

Literally hundreds of studies concerned with scheduling have been pub-

lished, and in addition thousands of individual firms have generated their own

scheduling techniques for which there is no published data. Baker (1974) and

Conway, Maxwell, and Miller (1967) have provided comprehensive surveys of

this topic, while Day and Hottenstein (1970) and Graves (1979) have provided

surveys of the available scheduling techniques.

A job shop scheduling problem (see Chapter 1) is an NP-complete, hard

problem, meaning that no polynomially-bound solutions exist (Horowitz & Sah-

ni, 1978; Rinnooykan, 1976). In many job shop manufacturing systems the

preferred sequence of operations for one job may be a function of the se-

quence of operations chosen for one or more other jobs. In this case, to deter-

mine the preferred job sequence, it is generally necessary to determine the

preferred sequence for all jobs simultaneously. Consequently, the sequencing

problem can be of considerable size and complexity. For example, in the hypo-
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thetical case of N jobs and M machines, the number of possible solutions is

(N!)M. If N = 6 and M = 5, then (6!)5 = 193,491,763,200,000. Even with all

of the processing power currently available, it is not practical to search exhaus-

tively through a solution set of this size. The problem of discovering preferred

sequences in the larger and more complex setting of the typical factory is

clearly even more difficult.

Furthermore, since applying existing scheduling methods to SBMRP

makes this problem even more complex, it is unlikely that one single procedure

could be developed that would encompass most of the possible situations.

Thus, in the following sections several approaches are analyzed, followed by

consideration of the most appropriate approach.

4.2 Analytical Methods

Various analytical techniques have been used to model the job shop,

surveys of which may be found in Conway et al. (1967) and Graves (1979).

Detailed algorithms are provided in Johnson and Montgomery (1974). The job

shop has been viewed as sets of jobs and machines, for example, 2-jobs/5-ma-

chines. However, the analytical results have been restricted to simple problems

with no more than 10 jobs and 10 machines. One of the earliest and most

popular approaches to the scheduling problem was developed by Henry L.

Gantt. The graphic approach, the Gantt chart, is a bar chart which displays job

operations over time for each machine. The main drawback of the chart is its

dependence on the scheduler's intuition in the improvement of the scheduling

process.

Johnson (1954) was the first to publish an optimal solution to the n-jobs/

2-machines flow shop problem with the criterion referred to as minimum

"makespan," or the minimum total time required to process all of the jobs. In
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1956, Johnson's algorithms were extended by Jackson. Subsequently, opera-

tions research techniques, including integer programming and branch-and-bound

techniques, were used to obtain optimal schedules. Probably the most signifi-

cant contributions to the analytical solution of the problem was the use of

queuing theory by Jackson (1957) and the branch-and-bound technique by Lom-

nicki (1966) and by Ignall and Schrage (1965).

4.2.1 Queuing Theory

Since a job shop may be viewed as a network of queues, queuing theory

techniques have been widely used in the study of job shops. Unfortunately,

since jobs pass through the network in a large variety of patterns, the study of

job shops by analytical methods is extremely complex for even small job shops.

A landmark analytical study by Jackson (1967) presented his "Decomposition

Principle," which states that the system may be decomposed into one of a net-

work of independent individual machine queuing systems if four criteria are

met:

1) The arrival times for each job arriving from outside the system

are exponentially distributed;

2) The processing times at each machine are exponentially distribut-

ed, and each machine is preceded by a queue having infinite

capacity;

3) The jobs are routed to a machine by a fixed probability transition

matrix (Markovian); and

4) The dispatching rule is first-come, first-served.

It is obvious that the last condition is violated by all dispatching rules

under study, except first-come, first-served. Thus, in attempting to study other

dispatching rules, the cumbersome problem of interrelated queues cannot be
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avoided. This is consistent with the claim of Conway et al. (1967) that the

Decomposition Principle was not useful in the solution of large scale problems.

For the single server environment, dispatching rules have been studied exten-

sively and are thoroughly discussed in Baker (1974).

4.2.2 Linear Programming

Linear programming would seem to be a good match for scheduling

problems, since they can be defined as a set of constraints accompanied by a

series of optimized performance measures. With linear programming, the con-

straints are encoded as linear equations, and the linear optimization function

can then be solved by the simplex method. However, there are several reasons

that the scheduling literature rarely mentions linear programming as an alterna-

tive (Rickel, 1988). First, more efficient algorithms can be developed to take

advantage of the special characteristics of scheduling problems. It is even more

crucial that most scheduling problems require integer programming, and this

means that some or all of the variables are necessarily restricted to non-nega-

tive integers. For instance, a variable representing the number of parts simulta-

neously processed on a machine must be expressed as an integral value, and

integer programming cannot be solved with the same techniques as ordinary

linear programming. Even if more efficient integer linear programming algo-

rithms were available, applications might prove to be impractical because the

task of writing the objective function and constraint equations is too formidable

(Davis, 1978).

A further argument against linear programming is that it may provide

the wrong level of abstraction. Formulating a complex, real-world problem as a

set of linear constraints can be challenging. Once completed, changes in plant

production parameters may make it difficult to update and maintain the
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formulation. Constraints are often easier to express in other ways, such as in

executable code which is more restricted in nature. The root of both the form-

ulation and the maintenance problems is that there is a significant semantic gap

between the language of factory production systems and the linear expressions.

4.2.3 Branch-and-Bound

Branch-and-bound is a general-purpose search technique which has been

successfully used for a variety of problems, most commonly as an effective

method for solving integer programming problems (Taha, 1982). It operates by

simultaneously maintaining many partial paths down the search tree. Associat-

ed with each partial path is a lower bound L on the cost of a solution through

that path. The next path chosen for extension is always the one with the lowest

value of L. In other words, a path is followed until another one looks more

promising. Thus, those paths may be followed which have the greatest potential

for providing the best solution. Nodes in the search graph can be viewed as

scheduling decisions, while paths represent partial or complete schedules.

Lomnicki (1965), and Ignall and Schrage (1965) applied branch-and-

bound methods to scheduling problems, concepts which were extended to the

n-job, m-machine permutation schedule by Brown and Lomnicki (1966). Other

bounding procedures have been developed for permutation schedules by

McMahon and Burton (1967), Nabeshima (1967), Gupta (1969) and Bestwick

and Hastings (1976), all of whom increased the tightness of bounds or the com-

putational efficiency. Brooks and White (1965) were among the first to apply

branch-and-bound algorithms to job shop problems, also comparing their solu-

tions to several decision rules and demonstrating a method which produced

smaller makespan times than those generated with heuristic procedures. Balas

(1968), Charlton and Death (1970), Florian et al. (1971), Ashour and Hiremath
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(1973), Brateley et al. (1973), Potts (1974), Tilquin and Tilquin (1975) and

Bestwick and Lockyer (1976) have also presented branch-and-bound algorithms

suitable for job shop problems.

Though the solution proposed by Bestwick and Lockyer (1979) suggested

several advantages over other methods, it is likely that the computational time

required to achieve optimal solutions by the branch-and-bounds technique is

greater than that required for single criterion heuristics. Increasing the tight-

ness of the bound will reduce search time, but at the same time will increase

the bound calculation time, resulting in a trade-off between the sophistication of

the bound and total computing time. For the size the problems encountered in

practice, there would seem to be little advantage from increasing bound sophis-

tication.

4.3 Heuristic Methods

Heuristic methods can involve either heuristics or priority rules, or a

combination of the two. "Heuristic" in this sense means "rule of thumb," a

meaning which has evolved as heuristic programming has been applied to man-

agement problems. Priority or dispatching rules based on selective criteria are

used to assign numerical attributes to each waiting job and to determine the

processing order at a machine, for example, the first-in-first-out (FIFO), the

shortest processing time rule (SPT), the earliest due-date rule (EDD), or the

most-work-remaining rule.

Gere (1966) investigated several dispatching heuristics, using them to

identify situations in which the dispatching rule should be violated. Of the eight

heuristics developed, the "look-ahead" heuristic allowed the intentional insertion

of idle time when extremely urgent jobs were known to be due. In this heuris-

tic, the job with the top priority is first scheduled, then a check is run to deter-
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mine if this action has forced any delays in other jobs; when this so, the "criti-

cal" job is scheduled. If this action creates no further critical jobs, the second

job is processed; otherwise, the first job is processed.

Gere (1966) found that the use of heuristics improved the performance

of all the rules tested. However, most of Gere's comparisons were related to a

wide variety of similar heuristics. It is still unclear whether the use of dispatch-

ing heuristics will result in sufficient improvement of the effectiveness of a dis-

patching rule to justify its implementation costs. Blackstone et al. (1982) sug-

gests that the question of cost effectiveness merits serious attention.

Panwalker and Iskander (1977) comprehensively surveyed scheduling

rules and developed a summary of 113 dispatching rules derived from a cross-

index of 36 technical publications in the field. Performance criteria and the

rules developed for each of the referenced investigations, including treatments

of their heuristic dispatching rules and the manufacturing environments for

which they were tested, are included. Based on some of the important job

characteristics, such as processing times and due dates, dispatching rules were

selected from among the 113 rules and categorized into several classes, which

are considered in the following sections.

4.3.1 Rules Involving Processing Time

One of the pioneering studies of the effectiveness of job shop dispatch-

ing rules was completed by Conway and Maxwell (1962), who noted that in a

single-server environment the shortest imminent processing time rule (SPT) was

optimum with respect to certain performance measures. In other words, the

rule selects for processing that job for which the operation can be completed in

the least time. In the single-server environment, mean flow time and mean

lateness are minimized. In addition, Conway and Maxwell explored the SPT
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rule performance for an m-machine environment, based on the following re-

search questions:

1) Can it be shown statistically that the SPT rule is different from

various other priority rules?

2) What is the sensitivity of the SPT rule to imperfect, or imprecise

a priori knowledge of processing times?

3) To what extent can the disadvantage of the SPT rule be alleviated

by modifying the rule or combining it with other disciplines?

Conway and Maxwell found for a multiple-machine environment, the SPT rule

retained the same throughput advantages demonstrated for the single-server

environment, and that imperfect information about processing times had little

effect on the operation of the SPT rule.

Conway and Maxwell (1962) found that the SPT rule performed the best

relative to mean flow time for the four methods of due date assignment consid-

ered. For exogenously established due dates (CON and RAN methods), SPT

also minimized mean lateness and the number of tardy jobs, but did not mini-

mize the number of tardy jobs for TWK due date assignments. Note that when

due dates were exogenously established, the SPT rule achieved a significant

reduction in the number of late jobs over both the earliest due date rule and

the slack-per-operation rule. Subsequently, it has been argued that the SPT

rule is the best rule when due dates are exogenously determined, but this con-

jecture has not been formally established.

Elvers (1973) studied the performance of 10 dispatching rules over 5

variations of the TWK due date assignment method (setting due dates at 3, 4,

5, 6, and 7 times the total job processing time). His findings demonstrated that

when the due date was set at 6 times the total processing time or less, the SPT

rule performed best. Similar rules, such as the shortest remaining processing
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time, also performed well, but due-date based rules performed poorly. Due-

date based rules not only produced more tardy jobs than the SPT rule, they

also produce more jobs that were very late. Thus, it was shown that the SPT

rule was the most effective choice when the due dates were internally estab-

lished at less than seven times the total processing time.

The principal difficulty with the SPT rule is that some jobs were very

late. More recent research on processing time rules has involved a search for

modification, such as the use of SPT alternated with FIFO or a combination

rule, for the alleviation of this disadvantage. However, no empirical evidence

has been presented that the combinatorial rules made entirely from processing

time rules will in any way perform better than the SPT rule used alone. From

these findings, it may be argued that the SPT rule seems the most promising

for shops with no control over due date establishment, but this conjecture re-

mains unproven.

4.3.2 Rules Involving Due Dates

The principal advantage of due-date-based rules over processing-time-

based rules is smaller variation in job lateness, and frequently a smaller number

of tardy jobs. Conway (1965a) has shown that this advantage is especially man-

ifest when due dates are established as some multiple of total processing time.

Conway studied three due-date-based rules: earliest due-date, minimum slack

time, and slack-per-operation. All three rules produced a lower variance of job

lateness than either FIFO or SPT, regardless of the method of due date assign-

ment. The best relative performance occurred when the TWK due-date assign-

ment was used. Conway found that slack-per-operation produced a smaller

variance in job lateness and a smaller number of tardy jobs than either slack or
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due-date rules when used individually. In general, slack-per-operation has con-

sistently outperformed the other due-date based rules.

Hershauer and Ebert (1974) tested three due-date-based rules versus

three processing time rules and seven combination rules, using a cost-based

performance criterion. First, they found that SPT minimized mean flow time,

but ranked seventh in cost-per-order, supporting the fact that flow time and

costs are not necessarily related. Second, all due-date rules performed better

than SPT rules with reference to cost-per-order. Finally, slack-per-operation

rules were the best performers among the due-date-based rules.

4.3.3 Simple Rules Without Processing Times or Due Dates

The first-in/first-out, or FIFO, rule is that most commonly used for shop

characteristics. It has been established that the FIFO rule performs substantial-

ly the same as random selections with respect to mean flowtime or mean late-

ness, in addition to which FIFO produces a lower variance of performance

measures. In general, FIFO has been found to perform worse than good pro-

cessing-time rules and the best due-date rules with respect to both the mean

and variances established within most measurement criteria. However, in some

tests of FIFO variations (Conway, 1965; Rochette & Sadowski, 1976), it was

maintained that there were no significant differences in the performance in

comparison to the other rules, but this conjecture was not supported by rigid

statistical evidence.

Conway et al. (1960) also considered a value-based rule in which the job

priority was taken to be the value of the job defined on any arbitrary mono-

tonic basis. Their results showed that a "value" rule used in this manner per-

formed substantially as though it were a processing time rule. This is not sur-

prising since most of the value of a job is due typically to the time required to
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process it. What is more surprising is that Conway and Maxwell found that

many dispatching rules in actual use would come closest to being longest pro-

cessing time rules. (This resulted from assigning a priority to the highest valued

job.) As noted above, the longest-processing-time rules (LPT) have evidenced

poor performance with respect to the measurement criteria use for most appli-

cations.

In conclusion, some existing scheduling methods assume that due dates

are already established by either exogenous or endogenous assignment. Other

scheduling methods assume that due dates are not set, focusing only on the

minimization of makespan. In other words, product-part relationships are not

considered. The relationships require both exogenous and endogenous assign-

ment to establish due dates. Furthermore, most existing scheduling methods do

not consider minimizing total cost by the backward method because they are

intended to minimize makespan.

Three important findings should be emphasized. First, because of the

complexities of the scheduling problem, analytic methods cannot be used to

solve practical-sized problems. Second, the type of scheduling rule used has an

effect on schedule performance. Thus, in specific situations, correct rule selec-

tion is critical to the generation of an efficient schedule. Third, the scheduling

methods lack that which MRP systems can offer. That is, scheduling methods

cannot be used to produce detailed material requirements plans. Therefore, a

combination of an MRP system with a scheduling method is described in the

following chapter.
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5. SCHEDULE-BASED MRP

MRP systems possess an excellent capability for tracking material re-

quirements, but they do not provide feasible production schedules. On the

other hand, though scheduling systems can produce relatively good schedules,

they do not provide a detailed material requirements plan. From the practical

point of view, the combination of these two systems should provide an advan-

tage in production planning. Thus, this chapter presents an integrated ap-

proach, or schedule-based MRP (SBMRP), developed by Hastings et al. (1982).

This presentation is followed by a comparison of two typical SBMRP approach-

es. The final section describes several of the deficiencies of the SBMRP, which

must be confronted in order to achieve a high degree of integration.

5.1 Introduction

In 1982, Hastings et al. presented an integrated approach called

"schedule-based MRP," which called for all of the inputs required by the MRP

system. For example, a master schedule which specifies end product require-

ments by date and quantity is included. The master schedule may be made up

of direct customer demands, market forecasts, or a mixture of both. It is then

translated into a production schedule, which in turn provides sufficient informa-

tion in a suitable format to enable management and supervision to control the

production activity. Along with production capacities and job and operational

details, several BOM suitable for a production scheduling program are recorded

on the SBMRP database.
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A major technique adopted in the SBMRP is to load the jobs forward to

finite capacity (see section 5.2.1). This method guarantees a workable schedule,

given that the data on the resource capacities and job work content are correct.

Jobs are loaded one at a time, with the due dates on the product batches de-

termining the order, onto the required machines. Loading a product batch

simply means loading the jobs that are necessary to produce the product with

attention to precedence constraints. If there are no precedence relations be-

tween any of jobs, the program can load them in any order, but the basic rule

is to load the jobs in the order in which they appear in the input list. Howev-

er, it should be noted that the SBMRP used a FIFO rule as an implicit loading

rule.

The detail of the MRP could range from a list of materials to be pur-

chased and assemblies, providing the precise times they are needed for the

production schedule to work precisely according to plan, to a similar list show-

ing material needs on a weekly or monthly basis. For each job operation, the

required materials are specified and operations scheduling automatically creates

a time-phased MRP. The time-phased requirements plan originates from a

production schedule for which feasibility has previously been demonstrated.

Hence, this approach is referred to as a schedule-based MRP.

In summary, the scheduling program can be used to quickly generate a

feasible production schedule by forward loading to finite capacity. The material

requirements inherent in carrying out the schedule are then made explicit and

time-phased according to the production schedule, with manufacturing lead

times used drawn from those of the feasible schedule. For any particular as-

sembly or end item, the lead time required for assembly, given the availability

of required bought-out materials (i.e., materials which are purchased, rather

than manufactured in the job shop), will vary with each schedule. Although
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forward loading can cause missing of due dates, this serves to indicate to man-

agement that rescheduling with revised production resources is required.

5.2 Major Scheduling Approaches

Developing reliable schedules for the timely completion of jobs requires

a method or discipline to determine the sequence in which scheduled work will

be performed. Scheduling techniques can generally be categorized as forward

scheduling or backward scheduling. A good scheduling approach should be

simple, unambiguous, easily understood, and executable by management and by

potential operators. Either of these two scheduling approaches satisfies these

requirements.

5.2.1 Forward Method

Forward scheduling, or set forward scheduling, assumes that procurement

of material and operations start as soon as the requirements are known, each

event or operation is scheduled from the requirement point of view. Forward

scheduling is used by many companies, including steel mills and machine tool

manufacturers, where jobs are manufactured to customer order and delivery is

requested as soon as possible. Forward scheduling is useful for those situations

where the supplier is generally unable to meet schedules. However, the use of

set forward logic generally causes a buildup of in-process inventory, which can

be costly (McLeavey & Narasimhan, 1985).

Figure 5.1 provides an example of forward scheduling. Each job is

scheduled beginning "today" or, if not yet started, on its future planned start

date. Each job (e.g., A or B) follows its own operations sequence (e.g., Al-A2

or B1 -B2). If any machine is at full capacity, the job operation required is

delayed until the machine is available.



Machine 1

Machine 2

TODAY

Al I B1

A2 D2 B2

Figure 5.1. Forward scheduling.
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5.2.2 Backward Method

Backward scheduling, or set backward scheduling, is similar to forward

scheduling, except that it begins by scheduling an order on the order due date,

and then schedules the last operation first, followed by each preceding opera-

tion, as shown in Figure 5.2.

Machine 1

Machine 2

TODAY

Al l B1

A2

Due Date

Due Date

B2

Figure 5.2. Backward scheduling.

Backward scheduling is used primarily in assembly-type industries. After deter-

mining the required schedule dates for major assemblies, the schedule uses

these required dates for each component and works backward to determine the

proper release date for each component manufacturing order.

While backward scheduling minimizes in-process inventory, it has its own

drawbacks (Andreas, 1984). Orders that are behind schedule, or planned for

release with inadequate lead times, may have some of their work scheduled

prior to "today"; contrary to what has been previously believed, work cannot be

scheduled for a prior time.

In order to solve these problems, White (1986) developed a mixture of

the two scheduling methods. In creating schedules, job operations are loaded
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backward from the due date and switched to forward scheduling only when

backward scheduling proves infeasible. For example, since Figure 5.2 demon-

strates an infeasible schedule, operations "Al" and "A2" follow "Bl" and "B2" to

avoid the problem, assuring a feasible schedule. In the current study, this

method is referred to as backward scheduling.

5.3 Schedule-Based MRP Deficiencies

The minimization of holding and late costs is vital to the success of any

firm. In practice, substantial but controllable costs are generated by holding

inventories associated with raw materials, work in process, and finished prod-

ucts. Furthermore, violations of due dates incur late product costs. Conse-

quently, a schedule which minimizes the sum of holding and late cost is desir-

able. Moreover, the MRP should also serve to avoid unnecessary late and

holding costs. These are sometimes difficult tasks to assure since the produc-

tion of one part may be expedited at the expense of delaying the production of

other parts. Thus, it is necessary to introduce cost measures into the means of

analysis.

The current generation of SBMRP studies, however, has focused on fea-

sible schedules without consideration of costs, rather than upon cost efficient

scheduling (Hastings et al., 1982; White, 1986). The approach adopted by

Hastings et al. involved the forward loading of jobs to finite capacity, subse-

quently followed by the generation of the MRP from the schedule. White pre-

sented a similar idea, deriving the MRP from a feasible production schedule,

but he sought to reduce holding costs by the employment of backward schedul-

ing. However, while backward scheduling reduced holding cost, it served in

some cases to increase shortage costs. Based upon the backward method, jobs

are effectively delayed as long as possible while still meeting due dates, which
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can cause conflicts with other jobs which must also be loaded on a machine at

the same time if they are also to meet their due dates. Since these conflicts

force jobs to be late, increased shortage costs can result.

In addition, there is a built-in deficiency in the approach in which a

feasible schedule is first generated, with the MRP generated from this schedule.

This approach does not use such valuable job information as processing times,

due date, or slack times. Rather, the method is to blindly select either the

forward or backward scheduling method. Moreover, note that this approach

implicitly assumes the FIFO rule to determine the job loading sequence. Since

an explicit job loading sequence is not used, the resulting schedule and its

material requirements plan may be far from optimal. As stated in section 4.3,

loading and dispatching sequences greatly affect scheduling performance. Thus,

for the current study, a combined loading methods (CLM) has been considered

in order to obtain better performance. A knowledge-based expert system

(KBES) approach, including CLM, is adopted in response to the identified defi-

ciencies of the SBMRP. This approach is described in detail in the following

chapter.
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6.0 KNOWLEDGE-BASED EXPERT SYSTEM APPROACH

As observed by Kempf (1989), in spite of a great deal of technical effort

there have been few practical results achieved in production scheduling, and

most systems have significant limitations in the solution of real problems. Most

job shop research efforts have been directed at NP-complete hard problems for

single-stage jobs since multi-stage jobs call for excessively complicated schedul-

ing. In addition, holding and late costs have not been considered as optimizing

criteria. Since these limitations make it impossible to solve scheduling problems

analytically, the use of a knowledge-based expert system (KBES) approach has

been advocated.

The KBES, a tool of artificial intelligence (AI), has emerged as a new

means for the design and operation of manufacturing systems, achieving consid-

erable success in recent years. Though many of the KBES's were initially

developed for medical diagnosis, for example, MYCIN (Shortliffe, 1976), VM

(Fagan, 1977), and CASNET/GLAUCOMA (Szolovits & Pauker, 1978), interest

has been recently extended into other areas, including structural analysis prob-

lems (SACON) (Bennett et al, 1978), computer configuration (R1 or XCON)

(McDermott, 1980), nuclear reactor problems (REACTOR) (Nelson, 1982), and

shop planning and control (ISIS) (Fox, 1983a).

In the first section of this chapter, an overview of KBES technology,

including the process of building knowledge acquisition through induction, is

provided, followed by an analysis of the benefits and problems of applying the
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principles of the KBES to SBMRP. Finally, overall procedures for the develop-

ment of a KBES for a SBMRP are described.

6.1 KBES Overview

A KBES is a computer program which contains the expertise required to

solve a specific, domain-related problem. The expertise to solve a problem is

dependent upon the state of available knowledge, and knowledge accumulation

and codification is one of the most crucial aspects of the KBES. Knowledge is

acquired from the study of published literature or from individual experts. The

latter can represent the best thinking of the top experts in a field, leading to

problem solutions that are imaginative, accurate, and efficient. Thus, the KBES

extracts the essence of the expertise related to a problem domain, which can

then be used for problem solving and explanation.

6.1.1 Major Components of KBES

As shown in Figure 6.1, the general architecture of a KBES typically in-

cludes three main components:

1) The knowledge base is a collection of domain knowledge, includ-

ing declarations of facts and specifications, problem-solving logic,

rules, heuristics, and decision guidelines. The knowledge base is

limited to a specific and usually narrow domain. There are differ-

ent techniques for knowledge representation, but most expert

systems apply programs that are pattern invoked, that is, patterns

of known facts which lead to solutions.

2) The inference engine determines how knowledge should be ap-

plied to infer new knowledge, and the order in which each piece

of the knowledge must be applied. How it should be structured
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is dependent upon both the nature of the problem and the way in

which knowledge is organized and represented in the KBES.

3) Through the program interface, users can add to or modify the

system knowledge, specifying problem details in order to obtain

advice or information. Peripheral systems can be used to ratio-

nalize and explain system behaviors.

Knowledge

Base

User

Interface

>

<

>

Inference

Engine

Figure 6.1. General architecture of the KBES.

There are two essential reasons why these components are needed rath-

er than using a conventional program. First, it is very difficult to program when

the exact procedural steps may not be known. A second reason is that even

though the steps are known, the knowledge base must often be frequently up-

dated. However, since control structures are embedded in the knowledge base

in conventional programs, it is difficult to track and modify the knowledge base.

Thus, unlike conventional computer programs, the control mechanism must be

separate from the knowledge base.

6.1.2 Development of a KBES

Generally, a KBES is developed in the following five steps: problem

definition, knowledge acquisition, knowledge representation, inference engine

development, and implementation and evaluation.
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6.1.2.1 Problem Definition

To develop the KBES, the problem is defined by first identifying prob-

lem characteristics, outlining the objectives of the problem solving processes,

and clearly defining the methodologies required to solve the problem. During

this phase, the knowledge engineer requires expert help to formulate and repre-

sent domain-specific knowledge. The two should cooperate in identifying the

problem and informally exchanging views on various aspects of the problem, its

definition, characteristics and key elements. At the end of this phase, the

knowledge engineer should have acquired a vocabulary for the knowledge base

and the major attributes of the KBES should have been identified.

6.1.2.2 Knowledge Acquisition

Knowledge about the problem domain, or "knowledge acquisition," is

acquired either from the study of published literature or from human experts in

the domain. The expertise to be elucidated is a collection of specialized facts,

procedures, and judgmental rules about the narrow domain area, as opposed to

general knowledge about the world. Since knowledge acquisition lies at the

heart of the development of the KBES, the process of obtaining that knowledge

is the key to building a successful KBES. As a result, most research on knowl-

edge acquisition has stressed effective interview techniques. The transfer and

transformation of knowledge required to represent expertise for a program may

be automated or partially automated in some special cases. For most cases, the

knowledge engineer is required to communicate with the expert and the system.

The knowledge engineer must acquire knowledge and incorporate it into the

system.

6.1.2.3 Knowledge Representation

The acquired knowledge must be represented in a form that can be

implemented on a computer. Representing knowledge means choosing a set of
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conventions for describing objects, relations, and processes. The most popular

techniques adopted for use in current expert systems are logic, semantic nets,

production systems, and frames. Each of these techniques has its own strengths

and weaknesses in terms of efficiency, understandability, and ease of modifica-

tion.

First-order predicate calculus is used as a logical representational scheme

in which the description of the real world is given in terms of logic clauses.

Logic representations are tools for the provision of methods of formal proof

procedures (Nilsson, 1971), information retrieval (Reiter, 1978), and semantic

constraint checking (Nicholas & Yazdanian, 1978). They offer clarity, are well-

defined and can be easily understood. Each fact needs to be represented only

once, regardless of repeated usage. However, logic schemes offer difficulty in

the procedural representation of inexact reasoning (Buchanan & Shortliffe,

1985), and if the number of facts becomes too large, there is a combinatorially

explosive situation in the possibilities of which rules to apply to which facts at

each step of proof.

Semantic nets, also known as associative networks, were developed by

Quillian (1968) as an explicit psychological model for human associative memo-

ry. Their use in AI was first suggested by Duda et al. (1978), building on their

original purpose as a way of representing human memory. Semantic nets de-

scribe the world in terms of nodes and directional arcs which link the nodes.

The nodes are used to represent objects or concepts, while the arcs are used to

identify the relationships between those objects or concepts. There are a num-

ber of typical relations between nodes, such as "isa" and "has-part."

According to a semantic net representation, knowledge is a collection of

objects and associations represented as a labeled graph. Semantic nets are

easily understood, but they are difficult to implement. Since there are no con-
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ventions about their meaning, the implementation of net structures depends

solely on the program that manipulates them. Therefore, inferences drawn by

manipulation of the net are not assuredly valid, compared to a logic-based rep-

resentation scheme.

Production systems, developed by Newell and Simon (1972) for models

of human cognition, are a modular knowledge representation method that be-

cause of its simplicity has become the most common method of representing

knowledge in large KBES programs. The basic concept underlying these sys-

tems is that the database consists of rules, called productions. In the simplest

design, a rule is an ordered pair of symbol strings, with a left-hand side (LHS)

and a right-hand side (RHS): "IF the condition occurs THEN do the action."

The utility of this construction arises from the fact that the conditions in which

each rule is applicable are made explicit, and the interaction between rules is

minimized. Production systems have been found to be useful mechanisms for

the control of interactions between statements of declarative and procedural

knowledge. Because they facilitate human understanding and the modification

of systems with large amounts of knowledge, production systems have been used

in several large expert system applications (Buchanan et al., 1978; Shortliffe,

1976; Duda et al., 1978).

The most recently developed Al knowledge representation scheme is the

frame. Since Minsky (1975) originally proposed its use, the notion of the frame

has played a key role in knowledge representation research. A frame can be

viewed as a collection of related information, either factual or procedural, about

a topic. A frame may be taken to represent a class of similar objects; other

frames, representing subclasses or specific instances of those objects, can then

be formed from the initial class frame. The attributes (called slots) and associ-
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ated values contained in a class frame can be inherited by its subclass and by

instance frames.

Rule-based and procedural knowledge representations can operate effi-

ciently on frame-based representations. However, the frame system is the most

difficult to implement because it contains a greater degree of structural com-

plexity than other forms of representation. It is necessary to determine what

kinds of frames the system will need, what kinds of slots each frame will re-

quire, and how all the frames fit together in a hierarchical structure. This tech-

nique has been summarized by Barr (1981).

6.1.2.4 Inference Engine

The main purpose of developing an inference engine is to generate al-

ternative paths that lead to an inference. In order to accomplish this task, the

procedures built into the system should act upon the knowledge base in an

efficient manner and derive conclusions. This process, the generation of alter-

native paths via a reasoning mechanism through the knowledge base to derive

conclusions, is termed "inference."

In a rule-based expert system, there are several search methods for per-

forming the inferencing task. The two most common methods are backward-

chaining and forward chaining. The former one works backward from hypothe-

sized consequents to locate known predicates that would provide support, while

the latter works forward from known predicates to derive as many consequents

as possible. The choice of search method is affected by a number of different

domain characteristics, including the size of the solution space, errors in the

data, and the availability of abstractions. The failure to properly organize the

inference engine can result in problem-solvers that are hopelessly inefficient,

naive, or unreliable. As a consequence, search and/or inference mechanisms

are among the most critically studied topics in AI and expert systems.
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6.1.2.5 Implementation and Evaluation

In the implementation phase the first task is to select a programming

language. The two most popular languages are LISP (Wilensky, 1984; Brooks,

1985; Winston & Horn, 1984) and PROLOG (Sterling & Shapiro, 1986;

Clocksin & Mellish, 1981). LISP offers a degree of flexibility for writing rules

and inference engines, while PROLOG offers a much more convenient way to

write these by using the built-in backward chaining mechanism.

Several expert system building tools developed around 1980 include

EMYCIN (van Mei le et al., 1981), KAS (Duda et al., 1978), EXPERT (Wiess

& Kulikowski, 1979) and OPS-5 (Forgy, 1981). However, in parallel with the

increase of PC users, numerous PC-based expert system tools have been devel-

oped recently, including PC EASY, VP EXPERT, Super Expert, 1st-

Class/Fusion, Knowledge Pro, Knowledge Maker, Auto Intelligence and IXL.

These tools are described in detail in Bielawski and Lewand (1988).

After completing the knowledge acquisition phase, organizing that knowl-

edge into the appropriate representational forms, and using appropriate tools to

embed the knowledge into the KBES, the KBES should be evaluated. Even

though the evaluation process must consider a number of issues, the primary

issues are related to the following three categories:

1) Testing: Does the prototype do what it is supposed to

do?

2) Debugging: If the application doesn't do what it is

supposed to do, why doesn't it?

3) Validation: Does the application actually solve the

problem that it was intended to address?

More detailed explanations of these categories are found in Walters and Niel-

sen (1988). Practical usage requires that the system be fast, reliable, easy to
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use, easy to understand, forgiving when errors are made, and capable of high

quality performance. As a result, the KBES requires extensive evaluation pro-

cessing before it can be put to practical use.

6.1.3 Knowledge Acquisition through Induction

Knowledge acquisition is the hardest task in building a KBES, and this is

especially true when no expert exists. As a result, an automatic knowledge

acquisition method through induction is discussed in this section, followed by

consideration of two evolved induction methods, ID3 and C4.5.

6.1.3.1 Introduction to Induction

From the time AI techniques were introduced, researchers have sought

to understand the process of learning and the problem of creating computer

programs that can learn. Cohen and Feigenbaum (1985) maintained that there

were four basic learning situations: rote learning, learning by being told, learn-

ing from examples, and learning by analogy. Among these options, the learning

from examples is the learning situation which is most fully understood.

A program that learns from examples must acquire specific facts (often

called training instances) from some external environment. It then analyzes

these facts to infer general rules, resulting in the formulation of the decision

process and enabling prediction of examples not contained in the training set.

This mode of learning is called inductive learning. Two of the most popular

methods for the inductive learning include the candidate-elimination algorithm.,

or the version space algorithm (Mitchell, 1978), and the concept learning system

(CIS) algorithm (Hunt, Marin, & Stone, 1966).

In the candidate-elimination algorithm, the set for all plausible hypo-

theses is called the version space, which is initially the complete rule space for

all possible concepts. Then, as training instances are presented to the program,
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candidate concepts are eliminated from the version space. When it is reduced

to only one candidate concept, the desired concept has been found. Though

this algorithm is very effective, it has two weakness that limit its ability to solve

real problems. First, it is not well-suited to learning situations in which there

may be errors in the training instances. Second, it cannot learn concept de-

scriptions that involve significant amounts of disjunction.

On the other hand, CLS is well behaved in those cases where there is

noise in the data. It constructs a decision tree that attempts to minimize the

cost of classifying an object. At each stage, it explores the space of possible

decision trees to a fixed depth, chooses an action to minimize costs in this limit-

ed space, then moves one level down in the tree. Depending on the look-

ahead depth chosen, CLS can require substantial computations, but is able to

discover specific patterns in the objects to which it is exposed.

6.1.3.2 ID3

ID3 (Quinlan, 1979, 1983) is a CLS refinement, which responds to the

problem of the linear growth of execution time as a classification problem

grows in complexity. ID3 applies CLS to subsets of the instance database

called training instances, building a decision tree which then can be tested

against all instances. When exceptions or contradictions are found, they are

added to the training instance set and the CLS algorithm is iterated on the new

subset. This refinement has made it possible to incrementally maintain a deci-

sion tree created as the instance database grows in size. Decision tree mainte-

nance is optimal because non-contradicting instances are immediately added to

the database with no computation requirements, and exceptions can be added

to the last training instance used. The CLS portion of ID3 can then be iterated

until the decision tree once again matches the case data. This modification also
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makes it possible to handle much larger case databases than previously was

possible with CLS.

However, from the practical point of view, Mingers (1986) has reported

several difficulties with the ID3 algorithm:

1) The algorithms cannot deal with numerical attributes, but are

confined to logical or nominal attributes.

2) It is difficult to decide whether the set of examples and resulting

tree are both correct and adequate, particularly since different

trees can easily be generated from the same data.

3) The rule trees are difficult for humans to interpret and under-

stand.

4) The algorithm cannot guarantee that the best rule will be found;

moreover, it difficult to determine what is meant by "best" in the

context used: the most efficient, the smallest, the most easily

understandable?

In addition, ID3 lacks the capability of coping with noisy and incomplete infor-

mation. These needs provided a strong argument for the development of an

extended version of ID3 (Quinlan, 1986).

6.1.3.3 C4.5, An ID3 Extended Version

The extended version of ID3 is C4.5, which consists of the following four

programs: (1) the decision tree generator, (2) the production rule generator,

(3) the decision tree interpreter, and (4) the production rule interpreter. The

decision tree generator works from a set of training instances. Based on the

decision trees generated, production rule sets are generated. Then, the two

interpreters allow interaction with the decision trees and the sets of production

rules.
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First, the decision tree generator induces classification rules in the form

of decision trees from a set of given examples, which may contain unknown or

noisy entries. In brief, the program starts with a randomly-selected subset of

the data (called a window), generates a trial decision tree, adds some misclassi-

fied objects, and continues until the trial decision tree correctly classifies all

objects not in the window. This decision tree is then printed.

The main components include tree building and tree pruning. To build

a decision tree from a set of data items, each of which belongs to one of a set

of classes, the first program proceeds as follows:

1) If all items belong to the same class, the decision tree is a leaf

which is labelled with this class.

2) Otherwise, it attempts to find the best attribute to test in order to

divide the data items into subsets, and then builds a subtree from

each subset by recursively invoking this procedure for each one.

The best attribute to branch on at each stage is selected by determining the

information gain from a split of each of the attributes. The selection criterion

used for the choice of the best attribute has been described in detail by Quin-

lan (1986) . For discrete-valued attributes, a branch corresponding to each

value of the attribute is formed, whereas for continuous-valued attributes, a

threshold is found, thus forming two branches.

Once the entire decision tree has been constructed, the decision tree

generator recursively examines each subtree to determine whether its replace-

ment with a leaf or a branch would be beneficial. If replacement would reduce

the number of errors, then the subtree is replaced by the leaf or branch which

results in the least number of errors (Quinlan, 1987).

The production rule generator is then used to read the decision trees, in

turn generating a small set of production rules from each tree and from a corn-
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bination of all the trees. It performs four functions: rule pruning, rule sifting,

rule sorting, and ruleset evaluation. Rule pruning converts a decision tree to a

set of production rules by forming a rule corresponding to each path from the

root of the tree to each of its leaves. After each rule is extracted from the

tree, it is examined to see whether it can be generalized by dropping conditions

(Quinlan, 1987).

Rule sifting examines the set of pruned rules for each class. Starting

with no rules in the ruleset, the following process is repeated until no rules can

be added or dropped.

1) If there are rules whose omission would not lead to an increase in

the number of items misclassified, then the least useful of these is

dropped.

2) Otherwise, if there are rules which lead to a decrease in the num-

ber of items misclassified, then the one with the fewest counter-

examples is added.

After the rules have been sifted, the number of items from each class that are

not covered by any rules is shown, and the default class is set to the class with

the largest number of uncovered items.

Rule sorting is applied to the remaining rules, starting with those that

are from the class with the least number of false positives. Within a class, rules

with the greatest advantage are placed first. The last function, ruleset evalua-

tion, is then used to show attribute values, with the class given by the ruleset

for each item that is misclassified .

Two different interpreters are used with C4.5: a decision tree and a

production rule interpreter. These interpreters provide the user with an inter-

active query systems. The first reads a generated decision tree to classify items
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whose description is provided by the user. Similarly, with the second interpret-

er, the user is able to access generated rule sets in much the same manner.

6.2 Benefits and Problems of Building the KBES for an SBMRP

The scheduling problem for manufacturing systems is a combinatorial

problem, belonging to the class of NP-complete hard problems (Horowitz &

Sahni, 1978; Rinnooykan, 1976), and this results in significant limitations in the

solution of real problems. These problem characteristics belong to one of three

categories listed by Kumura et al.(1986) for the construction of an effective

KBES:

1) Problems in the domain cannot be well-defined analytically;

2) Problems can be formulated analytically, but the number of alter-

native solutions is large, as in the case of combinatorial explosive

problems; or

3) Domain knowledge is vast and relevant knowledge needs to be

used selectively.

Furthermore, holding and late costs are important because these costs are a

reflection of the degree to which a firm provides its customers with their orders

(products) at the right time while minimizing product stock. Subsequently, this

can lead to minimization of material stocks. Thus, from a practical standpoint,

it is desirable to consider these costs as optimizing criteria. For this study,

scheduling performance measurement is based on minimizing the weighted sums

of the holding and late costs. However, the implementation of this standard

further complicates the scheduling problem when building a KBES for an

SBMRP.

The potential advantages of using a KBES for a schedule-based MRP

include:
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1) The ability to produce effective production schedules since the

KBES has the ability to select rules, as opposed to blind imple-

mentation of either forward or backward methods;

2) The ability to produce an effective MRP once an effective pro-

duction schedule has been produced;

3) The ability to quickly accommodate changes within a dynamic

environment;

4) The ability to apply consistent decision-making processes to exer-

cise control of a system;

5) The ability to store expertise and use it as a training tool; and

6) The ability to allow the knowledge engineer and/or operator to

acquire heuristics.

From this viewpoint, this approach appears promising, but at the same

time building the KBES can be a time-consuming and tedious process. Among

the five typical steps considered in section 6.1.2, and for reason of its difficult

and time-consuming nature, knowledge acquisition is the major bottleneck

(Olson & Rueter, 1987; Mingers, 1986; Berry, 1987; Hayes-Roth et al., 1983).

There have been a number of approaches to this problem under consideration.

Hayes-Roth et al. (1983) presented four different methods of knowledge acqui-

sition, including interviews with a human expert, the use of an intelligent editing

program, application of an induction program, and use of a text understanding

program. Hart (1985) has described six different methods, including interviews,

software aids, statistical packages, psychological methods, shells, and induction.

On the other hand, Berry (1987) claimed that protocol analysis and machine

induction would infer more from an expert's knowledge than could be done on

the basis of direct questioning.
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In the direct interview process, a knowledge engineer interviews the

expert and extracts the appropriate expertise. In machine induction, the know-

ledge engineer is replaced by a computer program capable of generalizing spe-

cific data from which conclusions may be drawn. A contrast between the rela-

tive merits of the two approaches is given in Table 6.1 (Hart 1985).

Table 6.1. Comparison of the relative merits of knowledge acquisition through
personal interviews and ID3 application.

ID3 Interview

Requires careful choice of examples and
attributes for training set.

Versatile, but knowledge engineer should be
familiar with the terminology.

Available, indefatigable, and consistent. Can
be repeated.

Expert may be inaccessible or become unco-
operative. Questioning may alter his view of
what he does and contradictions can result.

Unbiased and objective; can detect things of
which the expert is unaware. Indicates gaps,
contradictions, and problems.

Difficult to obtain objective information.
Expert may omit details and may make as-
sumptions.

Uses only one form of reasoning and pro-
duces rules.

May use different types of reasoning, includ-
ing probabalistic methods.

Based entirely on training set. Examples
may reflect the problem space rather than
the rules.

Expert can provide rules or examples.

Indicates problems with contradictions or
gaps.

Expert can resolve contradictions; can use
fuzzy terms like "usually" or "sometimes."

Tends to discriminate too well. Results from
a poor training set can be inaccurate.

Expert can identify the problems he has had.

Uses only the training set. Can invent hypothetical cases and discuss
them.

Source: Hart, 1985.

Most of the current KBESs have been developed by interviewing human

experts. However, the interview method does not work when the problem is

new or when acceptable expert knowledge does not exist. Even though expert
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knowledge does exist, in many cases it is often difficult to obtain an expert's

true opinion. Bell (1985) has pointed these problems out and has claimed that

an expert systems approach can fail because proper knowledge cannot be

acquired for one or more of the following reasons:

1) An expert is not available, though expert knowledge does

exist;

2) The expert is unable to communicate his ideas;

3) The expert is unwilling to communicate his ideas; or

4) There is no expert.

The problem of acquiring expert knowledge was encountered in the

preparation of this study. Since the proposed system had not been previously

developed, no human expertise was available to advise how to plan an MRP/

production system in the conventional sense of building an expert system.

Though there was an alternative method, which was to train a non-operator and

then build a KBES based upon his/her newly acquired expertise (Kim, 1988), it

was not appropriate for the current study. The principal reason was that the

problem characteristics of this study severely limit the effectiveness with which

humans are able to acquire knowledge. For example, since attributes appropri-

ate to this study were continuous rather than categorical values and their num-

ber was large, it would have been nearly an impossible task to train a human

operator to build a KBES.

Thus, other methods should be devised to obtain the knowledge required

to build a schedule-based MRP expert system. In the following section, a new

method, knowledge acquisition through computer experimentation (KACE), is

described.
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6.3 Development of a KBES for SBMRP

This section presents the development process of a KBES for a SBMRP,

including discussions of the SBMRP model, rules, job attributes and scheduling

methods, and the architecture of KACE.

6.3.1 SBMRP Model Structure

Based on the general characteristics of job shops (see Chapter 2), a

hypothetical job shop model was developed to provide the means to study MRP

scheduling problems. The model consists of five machining centers. Customers'

orders with delivery dates (or due dates) specify the jobs, each of which is as-

signed a BOM. Due dates for all parts to be manufactured can be derived

from the BOMs. The operations sequence and processing times for the parts

are generated, respectively, randomly and by exponential distribution. An ex-

ample of a job model is shown in Table 6.2.

Table 6.2. Job type and processing time
information.

Processing
Part Operation Sequence Time (days)

A Al, A2, A5, A4, A3 4, 3, 2, 4, 7

B B2, B3, B5, B1 4, 2, 5, 3

C C3, C4, C5, Cl, C4 3, 4, 5, 2, 1

D C4, C5 3,5

E E2, E3, E5 5, 3, 1

F Fl, F2, F3, F4, F5 5, 3, 4, 2, 1

The BOM in this model includes a maximum of six part types for pro-

cessing; each part is designated by a part identification symbol, e.g., A, B,...F.
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The numbers following the symbol indicate the operations performed by the

machining centers. For example, the operations that part A requires are Al,

A2, A5, A4, and A3. The sequence of the operations indicates that part A is

processed at machining centers 1, 2, 5, 4, and 3 sequentially, taking 4, 3, 2, 4,

and 7 days, respectively.

The MRP scheduling problem to be addressed in this study may be

defined as follows:

1) The scheduling objectives are to process all jobs and to minimize

total costs, which is the sum of late costs and holding costs, sub-

ject to the requirement that due dates must be kept.

2) Although the job is composed of distinct operations, no two oper-

ations for the same job may be processed simultaneously.

3) Once a machine operation with maximum batch size starts, no

new parts may be added to the machine until the operation is

completed.

4) Each job must be processed to completion.

5) The number of jobs is known and fixed.

6) A job represents the processing of a part consisting of several

operations, or the processing of a set of different parts.

7) Late unit cost is equal to holding unit cost.

8) Any transfer and setup times are assumed to be included in the

operation processing time.

6.3.2 Rules to Be Studied

It has been observed that dispatching rules affect scheduling perfor-

mance. In actual computerized manufacturing systems, dispatching rules are

typically applied as follows: (1) for the entry of parts into the manufacturing
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system, a higher priority is given to part types that require longer total process-

ing time; and (2) for the part-to-machine allocation, the FIFO rule is applied

(Yamamoto and Nof, 1985). It was also noted that priority decisions are in

practice determined in relation to total processing (including setup) time rather

than operation time. For the dispatching procedure used in this study, five

typically used, static dispatching rules were selected for the entry of parts into

the manufacturing system (Cliffe & Mac Manus, 1980; McLeavey & Narasimhan,

1985). As noted above, the FIFO rule is applied for the part-to-machine allo-

cations.

The rules used for loading jobs are as follows:

1) FIFO (first-in/first-out): Jobs are scheduled for work in the same

sequence as they arrive. This rule is commonly used for a "con-

trol" rule since it is very attractive due to its simplicity (Blackstone

et al., 1982).

2) EDD (earliest due date): This rule sequences the jobs waiting at

the facility according to their due date, and they are processed in

that order. This does not guarantee that all jobs will be complet-

ed on time.

3) SPT (shortest processing time): This rule, also known as the

shortest operation time rule, first selects the job with the shortest

operation time on the machine. Many simulation experiments

(section 4.3) have demonstrated that this rule minimizes in-pro-

cess inventories. However, this is accomplished at the expense of

keeping the bigger jobs longer. Elvers (1973) determined that the

"shortest remaining processing time" (SR) rule performed equally

as well as the SPT rule. For this study, the SPT notation is used

when the SR rule is applied.
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4) LPT (longest processing time): This rule first selects the job with

the longest operation time on the machine. For this study, the

"largest remaining processing time" rule, a variation of the LPT

rule, is used and the LPT notation is applied.

5) LS (least slack): This rule first selects the job with the least

slack. Slack is defined for each job as: slack = number of days

before due date - processing time.

6.3.3 Determination of Job Attributes and Scheduling Methods

It is implicitly assumed that job information, including slack times, due

dates, and processing times, is important to the generation of a good schedule

(Conway & Maxwell, 1962; Conway, 1965; Elvers, 1973; Rochette & Sadowski,

1976). Suppose that a job consists of three parts, each with the same process-

ing time. However, two of the three parts have large slack times, and the other

part zero slack. In this situation, in light of the scheduling objectives of this

study, it is probable that there is no intention of loading the parts with the

larger slacks first. When all three parts have very large slack times, there is no

intention of loading the parts by forward scheduling method in order to mini-

mize holding costs. Based on this reasoning, eight job characteristics were de-

fined as follows:

1) total available time/total processing time,

2) variance of due dates,

3) variance of slack times,

4) variance of processing times,

5) percent of due tightness,

6) variance of number of operations for machines,

7) variance of shop load, and
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8) variance of number of operations for jobs.

Due to the limitations considered in section 4.1, in current scheduling

systems heuristic methods such as dispatching rules are preferred to analytic

methods. Specifically, out of the number of heuristic rules considered, five

loading rules were selected, based on the fact that they are closely related to

certain job characteristics, such as processing times and due dates. Moreover,

in view of the two scheduling strategies used by the SBMRP, combined loading

methods (CLM) were developed to obtain better performance. These methods

were derived by combining the two scheduling strategies with the five heuristic

rules, resulting in the inclusion of 10 CLMs in the study:

1) forward FIFO,

2) backward FIFO,

3) forward EDD,

4) backward EDD,

5) forward LPT,

6) backward LPT,

7) forward SPT,

8) backward SPT,

9) forward LS, and

10) backward LS.

A KBES was then developed to select the appropriate CLM for a specific MRP

scheduling problem.

6.3.4 Architecture of Knowledge Acquisition Through

Computer Experimentation

As noted in section 6.2, since there was no way to acquire knowledge for

the SBMRP KBES based upon the existing approaches, a method of knowledge
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acquisition through computer experimentation (KACE) was devised. The

underlying concept of KACE was to develop heuristic rules experimentally in

order to generate better schedules, rather than relying solely on either forward

or backward scheduling. A large number of MRP scheduling problems were

generated and evaluated. The problems and their results were entered into an

induction program, which was used to determine the relationships that existed

between the problems and their results. This derived knowledge was then

represented in the KBES in the form of a rule consisting of a left-hand side

(LHS) and a right-hand side (RHS).

The architecture of KACE consists of five components (see Figure 6.2):

1) a job generator,

2) a scheduler,

3) an evaluator,

4) a rule generator, and

5) an expert system.

Job Generator job characteristics

Scheduler

combined loading
methods

Evaluator objectives

Rule Generator rule induction

Expert System

Figure 6.2 KACE development procedure.
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The KACE procedure was conducted as follows. The job generator was

used to generate a large number of jobs and calculate job characteristics for

each. Once the jobs were generated, schedules were generated using different

CLMs for each job. Then, the schedules were evaluated in terms of total costs,

and the evaluation results were given to the rule generator to derive knowledge

in rule form through induction.

The process of generating the schedules and acquiring knowledge is

shown in Figure 6.3. The following procedures were undertaken:

Set job parameters

Generate job orders

Select combined loading methods

Generate schedules

[job]

Evaluate the schedules based on objectives
[summary]

Extract knowledge into KBES

[ ]: data base

Automatic
Rule

Generator

Figure 6.3. Knowledge acquisition procedure.

1) A knowledge engineer set up job parameters.

2) The job generator was used to generated jobs based on the pa-

rameters.

3) The scheduler used CLMs and generated corresponding sched-

ules.

4) The schedules were evaluated with respect to total cost.
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5) Examples consisting of the job characteristics and the best CLM

were collected.

6) The examples were entered in the automatic rule generator and

knowledge was extracted.

Each job was assumed to have several job characteristics, as defined in

section 6.3.3. These job characteristics were calculated when each job was

generated. Each job was generated based on several different sets of job pa-

rameters in order to provide the induction program with sufficient examples to

facilitate learning. Dependent upon the training set, the number of jobs ranged

from 16 to 960.

After job generation, 10 CLMs were applied to each of the jobs, result-

ing in 10 schedules for each job. Each was measured based on criteria mini-

mizing the sums of the late and holding costs. The results, consisting of the

best CLM for each job, were entered in the induction program, which was then

used to extract knowledge regarding which CLM should be applied to which

specific job. This derived knowledge was incorporated into the KBES in rule

form.

6.3.5 Application of C4.5 to the SBMRP Problem

In order to apply C4.5 to the problem examined in this study, it was

necessary to precisely state the nature of the induction task. The basic ingredi-

ent was a universe of objects that were described in terms of a collection of

attributes. Each attribute measured some important feature of an object. In

turn, each job (object) was assumed to have eight attributes, as defined in sec-

tion 6.3.3, each of which assumed a continuous value.

The other major ingredient was a training set of objects whose class was

known. A class represents a set of CLMs, as defined in section 6.3.3. As a
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result, each instance (example) consisted of a set of values for the job charac-

teristics and the best CLM for each job. The induction task was to develop a

set of classification rules that could be used to determine the best CLM for any

job from its job attribute values. When two instances have identical values for

all job characteristics, but belong to different classes, noise is said to have re-

sulted. Even though this phenomenon is rare enough, instances can be expect-

ed to occur. However, C4.5 was able to induce classification rules for even sets

of training instances with noisy information.

The essence of induction is to develop production rules that correctly

classify unseen objects as well as those from the training set. In order to check

whether the set of production rules has sufficient knowledge to classify unseen

data, several test sets were arranged. Based on these test results, the set of

production rules that classified objects with the greatest degree of accuracy

became the final set of production rules. This set of rules was incorporated

into the KBES. The detailed description of this process is presented in the

following chapter.
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7. IMPLEMENTATION

This chapter includes an overview of the programming language, Small-

talk, and a detailed description of the KACE software. Since the KACE system

was implemented in Smalltalk/V on a COMPAQ 386, the Smalltalk system is

introduced first. The following section is a discussion of the implementation of

the five components of KACE (section 6.3.4) in the Smalltalk environment,

including a presentation of some of the rules generated for the KBES. Proce-

dures to build a new KBES are summarized in the final section.

7.1 Smalltalk System

Smalltalk/V is a programming language entirely expressed in terms of the

object-oriented model. Over the past few years, the Smalltalk language has

been given considerable attention in the AI community. It provides some useful

features, including a good user interface, abundant data structures, and prob-

lem-solving procedures which are similar to those used for situations in the real

world.

7.1.1 Introduction to Smalltalk

Smalltalk provides the ultimate object-oriented environment since every-

thing in the system, including numbers, single characters, and strings, are all

objects. This method of uniform representation helps to avoid arbitrary lan-

guage restrictions. Rather, the language is embedded in an environment which

encourages the reuse of code through the inheritance of functionality defined in
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classes. It also provides a mechanism for the construction of user-interface

components, and a range of programming tools (e.g., browser, debugger, edi-

tors) which are constructed using those components. In addition, in its object

concept Smalltalk is the clean embodiment of abstraction, an environment

which assists programmers in the development of safer and more robust soft-

ware with less debugging required.

Smalltalk implementations are delivered with a large library of classes,

which provide ready-to-use objects and behaviors. The library is accompanied

by the source code, providing for the implementation of rich, visual user inter-

faces. However, as noted by Rettig et al. (1989), there are shortcomings:

Smalltalk consumes substantial amounts of computer resources and memory,

and it lacks a stand-alone delivery mechanism. Consequently, Digitalk has de-

veloped a reasonably fast version of Smalltalk, Smalltalk/V, by exploiting ex-

tended memory in a basic DOS environment. Smalltalk/V has been successfully

used for simulations, expert systems, and applications based on highly graphical

and data intensive models.

7.1.2 Elements of the Smalltalk System

In order to achieve the object-oriented process, the Smalltalk system

requires five basic elements: object, message, method, class, and instance.

Everything in the system is represented as an object, including its reserved

memory and operational sets. All computations are expressed in terms of mes-

sages passed among objects. The messages specify which operations are re-

lated, but not how they should be carried out. In other words, the message

causes the execution of the methods prescribed within each class, since each

method describes a specific operation by indicating which object should be

returned as the value of the invoking message. In turn, each class describes the
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implementation of a set of objects, all of which represent the same kind of

system component. Individual objects, or instances, are described by a class,

each of which has a name that describes the type of component its instances

represent. Thus, a class includes a method for each type of operation its in-

stances can perform.

The most important task in building an object-oriented system is to de-

fine and describe the kinds of objects in use, along with their message names,

to provide a useful communication vocabulary among these objects. The deter-

mination of appropriate objects and messages becomes the most important fac-

tor in determining system behavior.

7.2 Implementation of the KACE Procedure

The architecture of KACE consists of five major components, as de-

scribed in section 6.3.4. The job generator was used to create a specified num-

ber of jobs based on job parameters. For each job, the scheduler generated 10

schedules based upon 10 CLMs. The evaluator was then used to evaluate these

schedules according to weighted sums of late and holding costs, resulting in the

ranking of the CLMs. The best CLM and job characteristics become a record

in a large database, which was then fed into the rule generator to produce a set

of production rules.

The set of production rules was incorporated into the Smalltalk KBES

(discussed in the following chapter). In Figure 7.1, a summary of the KACE

procedure, rectangles indicate processors, while rectangles with rounded corners

represent stores such as files, a database, or a temporary store. The proces-

sors, from the job generator through the rule analyzer, were repeated, based on

the number of training instances, until the best set of rules was determined.

For example, if the job generator were asked to generate 16 training instances,
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Figure 7.1. Detailed KACE procedure.
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a set of rules would be derived based on the instances throughout the proces-

sors. Then, if the number of training instances was increased to 160, another

set of rules would be similarly derived.

The protocol description format is used to describe the implementation

of KACE classes. Goldberg and Robson (1983) defined noninteractive and

interactive documentation, with the protocol description format classified as

noninteractive documentation. This method lists the messages that instances of

a particular class understand. Each message is accompanied by a comment

describing the operation an instance will perform when it receives that type of

message. In addition, the implementation description can be shown by a system

browser in the system source code as "SCHEDULE-BASED MRP: KBES."

The SBMRP KBES included a set of built-in classes, defined in the

Smalltalk/V manual (Digitalk, 1988), and a set of classes developed for this

specific implementation, which are discussed in the following sections. Figure

7.2 shows a diagram of the developed classes, with each level of indentation

representing the class hierarchy level at which the system has been implement-

ed. Groups of related classes were placed in boxes, each of which was labeled

to indicate the sections in which the protocol description of each class could be

found. Figure 7.2 is closely related to the flow chart of the implementation

procedure shown in Figure 7.1. Each of the processors was implemented by

one or more of the classes indicated in Figure 7.2. All processors are self-

explanatory, with the exception of the rule generator, which was run outside the

Smalltalk environment. The resulting sets of rules were analyzed and the best

set of rules was manually entered into the KBES. The processors and stores

indicated in Figure 7.1 are described in the following sections. Each is

described with respect to purpose, input, function, output, and implementation.
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Figure 7.2. System hierarchy levels.

7.2.1 Job Generator

1. Purpose. The job generator is used (a) to provide a large number of

jobs from which the induction program can learn and (b) to generate a large

number of jobs for testing the KBES with existing methods. Jobs are used as

an input to the job scheduler.

2. Input. Each job has the following parameters:

a) Number of parts: six, fixed;

b) Processing time distribution parameter: Exponential[2] and

Exponential[3];

c) Due date distribution parameter: Uniform[0,5], Uniform[0,10],

Uniform[0,15] and Uniform[0,20].

Thus, there are eight different cases to be considered. In addition to the job

parameters, the number of jobs should be specified for each of the possible

eight cases. For example, assuming that 480 jobs are to be generated, 60 jobs,

or one-eighth of the total number, are generated with the processing time dis-

tributed exponential[2] and with the due date distributed uniform[0,5].

3. Function. Each job has the following eight job characteristics:
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a) Total available time/total processing time (TA/TP);

b) Variance of due dates (varOfDues);

c) Variance of slack times (varOfSlacks);

d) Variance of processing times (varOfProcTimes);

e) Percent of due tightness (tightness);

f) Variance of number of operations for machines

(varOfNoOfOperations);

g) Variance of shop load (varOfLoad); and

h) Variance of number of operations for jobs

(varOfNoOfOperationsForJob).

Each parenthesis represents an abbreviation of job characteristics, which are

calculated when the job is generated.

Features such as the use of probability distributions and the random

generation of operation sequences are included since such a large number of

jobs with varying characteristics are generated. This ensures representative data

sets that the induction program requires in order to learn.

4. Output. When the job generator is given the number of jobs, it

generates a data file, Jobs, with one record for each job. Each job in the data

base is described by its number of parts, processing sequence and the process-

ing time for each part, and the due date for each part. The Jobs database is

the input to the job scheduler discussed in the following section.

For the current study, the number of jobs ranged from 16 to 960, de-

pending on the training sets. Each job consisted of 6 parts, each assigned a

random process routing using 5 machining centers, a processing time, and a due

date. Table 7.1 shows an example of the Jobs data file containing descriptions

of three jobs.
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Table 7.1. Example of Jobs data file.

J1

A M4 M3 M5 M1 M2 1.0 1.5 4.5 4.5 0.5 15.0
B M3 M2 M4 M5 M1 5.5 0.5 0.0 0.5 3.0 11.5
C M1 M2 M4 M3 M5 4.5 0.0 1.5 0.5 3.0 10.5
D M5 M1 M3 M4 M2 1.0 0.0 0.5 4.5 0.0 10.5
E M1 M5 M2 M4 M3 9.0 0.0 0.5 1.5 7.0 23.5
F M5 M1 M3 M4 M2 0.5 4.5 1.0 0.5 0.5 12.0

J2
A M3 M4 M2 M5 M1 2.5 3.0 2.5 4.0 1.5 16.5
B M2 M3 M1 M4 M5 2.0 2.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 9.0
C M3 M4 M1 M2 M5 0.5 3.0 0.5 2.5 1.5 13.0
D M2 M3 M1 M5 M4 5.0 2.5 4.0 1.0 3.0 19.5
E M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 0.0 4.0 6.0 3.0 0.5 16.0
F M5 M4 M1 M3 M2 2.5 0.5 5.0 2.0 2.5 15.0

J3
A M4 M5 M1 M3 M2 4.0 0.0 3.0 5.5 6.0 20.5
B M4 M5 M2 M3 M1 5.0 9.0 1.0 1.0 1.5 22.5
C M2 M3 M4 M1 M5 2.5 2.5 0.5 1.0 1.5 11.0
D M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 2.0 5.5 4.0 0.5 8.0 21.5
E M5 M1 M3 M2 M4 3.5 1.0 2.0 1.5 7.0 19.5
F M1 M4 M5 M2 M3 0.0 0.5 5.5 0.5 0.5 11.0

5. Implementation. The job generator was implemented by classes

"Job," "Part," "Operation," and "Part Generator." The class "Job" calculated job

characteristics based on the jobs generated by the "Part Generator." The class

"Part," for each part, was responsible for setting up the part parameters, in-

cluding processing time, sequence of operation, and due date, which were re-

quested from the "Part Generator." The class "Operation" set the ID and calcu-

lated starting and finishing dates for each part operation. The class "Part Gen-

erator" generated a due date, a part ID, and a sequence of processing times for

each part, based on a specific probability distribution (i.e., uniform or exponen-

tial). The methods used for the four classes are shown, respectively, in Tables

7.2 through 7.5.
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Table 7.2. Job instance protocol.

aCLM

getJobChars: aJob

Initialize

jobld: aSymbol

makeOutputFile: aJob

noOfParts

taOVERtp

tightness

varOfDues

varOfProcTimes

varOfSlacks

Answer the CLM that the KBES recommends.

Calculate major characteristics such as
TA/TP or variance of due dates for "aJob".

Initialize job parameters.

Set up the ID for a job to "aSymbol".

Generate a database job for a given number of
jobs.

Answer the number of parts for each job.

Answer the ratio of total available time over
total processing time.

Calculate and return the level (percent) that
indicates the due date tightness for each job.

Answer the variance of due dates when the parts
of the job have different due dates.

Answer the variance of processing times when the
job consists of many parts.

Answer variance of slack times for a given
number of parts.

Table 7.3. Part instance protocol.

dueDate:

initialize

partlD: aString

processTime: aString

seq0f0peration: aString

setParameters

slack

totalTime

Set up the due date of each part.

Initialize the instance variables of the
receiver part.

Set up the ID of part to aString.

Set up the sequence of processing times as a
"aString".

Set up the sequence of operations as a
"aString ".

Send major messages requesting setting the
important parameters.

Compute the slack by using the given
information.

Sum up the processing times for each part.
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Table 7.4. Operation instance protocol.

finishDate

finishStart: aString

operationlD: aString
ofPart:aPart

startDate

startFinish: aString

Answer finishing date of each operation

Calculate starting date from finishing date.

Set each operation ID for "aPart" to "aString."

Answer starting date of each operation.

Calculates finishing date from starting date.

Table 7.5. Part Generator instance protocol.

setDueDate: aPart
for:index

setPartlD: aPart
with: ascii

setProcessTime: aPart
for:index

Generate a due date for a "aPart" based on
uniform distribution. Send a message setting
the due date. The "index" is provided to allow
more flexibility for different sets of
parameters.

Set the ID of the part by the aid of "ascii."

Generate a sequence of processing times for
"aPart" based on exponential distribution. Send
a message to setting the processing times.

setSeq0f0peration: aPart Set process routings randomly for each part.

7.2.2 Job Scheduler

1. Purpose. To compare CLMs, each of the 10 CLMs was applied to

each job and a schedule was generated, providing the means to determine

which method is best. The function that the job scheduler performs depends

on the implementation phase, that is, whether the KBES is being built or

evaluated.

2. Input. The database Jobs, described in the previous section, was giv-

en to the job scheduler (Table 7.1).

3. Function. In the KBES building phase, the job scheduler applied 10

CLMs to each of the jobs in the Jobs database, using the forward FIFO, back-
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ward FIFO, forward EDD, backward EDD, forward LPT, backward LPT, for-

ward SPT, backward SPT, forward LS and backward LS methods.

4. Output. The job generator produced 10 schedules for each job,

based on the 10 CLMs. Since storing these schedules would have required sub-

stantial amounts of computer memory, they were sent to the job evaluator im-

mediately.

5. Implementation: The class "Part Scheduler" scheduled each job in the

database Jobs by applying backward and forward methods, combined with the

five loading rules. In the case of infeasibility when using the forward method, it

is switched to the backward method. The methods in this class are shown in

Table 7.6.

Table 7.6. Part Scheduler instance protocol.

backwardBlocksInCharts

forwardBlocksInCharts

initialize

noConflict: anOperation
with:b0peration

possibleSlot: aDict
for: aPart at: index

schedule: aSymbol

scheduleRulesFor: aJob

undo: aDictionary
for: aPart

Determine the
operations of
combined with

Determine the
operations of
combined with

start date and finish date for
each part by using backward method
loading rules.

start date and finish date for
each part by using forward method
loading rules.

Set up each queue based on each loading rule.

Answer true or false by checking the conflicts
between the two operations.

Answer a start date of each operation for the
part "aPart" by checking schedules generated
already.

Perform scheduling based on each loading rule.

Set up loading rules for scheduling each job.

Ignore schedules generated and change loading
method from backward to forward if the start
date of any operation is infeasible.
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7.2.3 Job Evaluator.

1. Purpose: The job evaluator examines the schedules generated based

on the same units of measurement, determining to which class each job belongs.

Evaluator input and output is dependent upon whether the KBES is in the

building or the evaluation phase.

2. Input. The job evaluator was given the 10 schedules generated from

the job scheduler for each job. After evaluating these schedules, the evaluator

received the 10 schedules generated from the next job. This process was con-

tinued until all the schedules had been evaluated.

3. Function. Three categories of scheduling methods were considered:

the 10 CLMs, the KBES, and the two existing methods (the latter two, de-

scribed in the next chapter, were subsets of the first method). Once schedules

had been generated for each job, regardless of the scheduling method used, the

schedules were evaluated on the basis of weighted sums of the late and holding

costs. It was assumed that due date late and early days had unit costs. The 10

CLMs were ranked in terms of total cost for each job and only the best were

saved for further analysis.

4. Output. The evaluator is responsible for generating a Job Summary

database, an example of which is provided in Table 7.7. The database con-

tained the job characteristics and the best CLM for each of the jobs generated.

The total number of records in the database was identical to the number of

jobs input into the job generator. The fields in each record consisted of the job

characteristics and the best CLM selected for each job.

5. Implementation. In the KBES building phase, the evaluator calcu-

lated the numbers of late and early days for the 10 schedules resulting from the

10 CLMs for each job, converted late and early dates into costs, and ranked the
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CLMs in terms of total costs. It then selected the best CLM(s) and generated

the Job Summary database. The methods used in this class are shown in Table

7.8.

Table 7.7. Example of Job Summary database.

1 2 3

Attributes

6 7 8

Class

4 5 CLM

1.17 12.27 1.270 10.34 66 0.21 10.33 0.17 forwardEDD
1.34 32.50 0.840 30.64 16 0.30 17.37 0.27 backwardEDD
1.53 18.44 6.970 9.280 16 0.70 21.38 0.27 backwardSPT
1.54 49.27 8.570 30.67 16 0.70 8.00 0.80 backwardSPT
1.50 29.90 15.37 9.470 16 0.80 68.75 0.27 forwardLS
2.01 18.54 17.07 4.080 0 0.00 7.200 0.17 backwardLS
2.34 43.08 14.38 49.10 0 1.70 22.70 0.67 backwardEDD
1.85 27.74 46.37 19.44 16 0.20 37.70 0.17 backwardEDD
1.10 80.54 3.07 75.54 83 0.20 120.8 0.17 forwardSPT
1.15 24.27 2.570 28.67 66 0.20 75.12 0.17 backwardLPT
1.25 24.24 7.170 18.94 50 0.00 37.82 0.00 backwardSPT
1.48 78.34 6.970 53.88 0 0.30 47.08 0.27 forwardEDD
1.49 106.2 26.84 41.14 33 0.80 106.7 0.70 forwardLS
1.30 88.90 12.04 41.04 33 0.20 23.20 0.67 forwardLS
1.99 51.80 40.37 16.57 16 0.30 42.93 0.67 backwardLS
1.39 80.87 37.28 22.14 50 0.70 81.42 0.67 forwardSPT

Notation: 1 = TA/TP; 2 = varOfDues; 3 = varOfSlacks; 4 =
varOfProcTimes; 5 = tightness; 6 = varNoOpns;
7 = varOfLoad; 8 = varNoOpnsJob.

Table 7.8. Evaluator instance protocol.

answerString: aJob

days: aSymbol
for: aString

initialize: aJob

makeCostFile:
aSelectedCLM

makeOutputFile: rule

Evaluate 10 CLMs in terms of total cost,
resulting in the best CLM for a "aJob".

Calculate number of late or early days under a
given scheduling method.

Initialize late and early costs as a unit cost.

Generate a database Cost which includes total
cost that the KBES and the two existing methods
incur.

Generate a database Job Summary which includes
the job characteristics and the best CLM for
each job. Each record becomes a training
example for the induction program.
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7.2.4 Tie Breaker

1. Purpose. The rule generator (C4.5), described in the next section,

requires only one CLM as an input. Thus, when multiple CLMs occur the tie

must be broken.

2. Input. Any Job Summary database generated from the job evaluator

is used. Table 7.7 shows an example in which all jobs have a unique CLM. If

it were assumed that Table 7.7 reflected "forwardEDD forwardSPT" rather than

"forwardEDD" for the first job, an example of a nonunique CLM would have

been indicated.

3. Function. When multiple best CLMs exist within the Job Summary

database, the ties are broken arbitrarily. This is done manually with a text

editor, such as the Microsoft QuickC editor. The resulting database is then

saved.

4. Output. The tie breaker produces the Job Summary database, the

records of which have unique CLMs. The database is then sent to the rule

generator.

7.2.5 Rule Generator (C4.5)

1. Purpose. The C4.5 rule generator (Quinlan, 1987) is the only soft-

ware component which was not implemented in Smalltalk. It was used to gen-

erate rules automatically from examples found in the Job Summary database,

which included a large number of instances. Detailed operating instructions for

this software, which was run in the UNIX environment, are provided in Appen-

dix D. The instances may reflect noisy information, as defined in section 6.3.5.

However, C4.5 has the capability to induce classification rules even for sets of

training instances which contain noisy or unknown information.
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2. Input: Two input files were required, including a file specifying the

names and characteristics of the job attributes and the Job Summary database.

The former included the definition of classes and attributes for Job Summary.

An example of this file is shown in Appendix A. Job Summary, whose fields

consisted of a set of values of eight job characteristics and the best CLM for

each job, was also given to the C4.5 rule generator. An example of a database

with 16 training instances is shown in Table 7.7.

3. Function. First, the C4.5 decision tree generator was used to pro-

duce a decision tree based on the two input files. The decision tree was then

input into the C4.5 production rule generator, resulting in a set of production

rules. A detailed description of these C4.5 components is provided in section

6.1.3.3

4. Output. A set of production rules along with its classification per-

formance was obtained. Selected sets of rules are shown in Table 7.9 (nota-

tions defined in sections 7.2.1 and 7.2.2). For example, Rule number 4 is inter-

preted as follows:

IF 1.94 < variance of slacks S 2.2 and

variance of processing times S 28.18 and

variance of shop load > 8.43,

then use backwardSPT.

7.2.6 Rule Analyzer

1. Purpose. C4.5 was applied to the problem of developing a set of

classification rules that could determine the best CLM from the values of the

job attributes. The decision of how many examples should be provided to ob-

tain the best set of production rules remains a problem. This problem was

converted into two questions: how many training sets should be considered
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Table 7.9. Example of C4.5 rule output.

Number Rule

Rule 1:

Rule 2:

Rule: 3

Rule: 4

taOVERtp <= 1.17
varOfDues > 30.14
tightness <= 50
> class forwardSPT

taOVERtp > 1.16
taOVERtp < 1.38
varOfSlacks <= 11.14
varOfProcTimes > 43.5
varOfProcTimes <= 53.08
varOfNoOfOperations <= 1.2
varOfLoad > 22.68
varOfNo0f0perationsForJob > 0
varOfNoOfOperationsForJob <= 1.07
-> class forwardSPT

taOVERtp > 1.46
taOVERtp <= 1.66
varOfSlacks > 12.54
varOfSlacks <= 46.8
varOfProcTimes > 7.94
varOfProcTimes <= 27.1
varOfLoad > 35.13
> class backwardSPT

varOfSlacks > 1.94
varOfSlacks <= 2.2
varOfProcTimes <= 28.18
varOfLoad > 8.43
> class backwardSPT

and how many examples should each training set should contain. In general, as

the number of training instances differed, performance of each set of

production rules varied.

2. Input. Whenever each set of training instances is run on C4.5, the

results are recorded manually on the basis of three criteria for the determin-

ation of the best set of production rules. These criteria included a given num-

ber of training instances, a set of production rules, and their classification per-

formance generated by C4.5 when using the instances.
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3. Function. To determine the best set of production rules, the number

of training instances was increased and their performances were compared.

This process terminated at the point there were no further significant improve-

ments in spite of the increase of the example size, and resulted in a set of pro-

duction rules for each training set. The set of production rules which recorded

the best classification performance became the final set of production rules.

Table 7.10 shows the error rate in the classification of jobs and the num-

ber of newly acquired production rules for each training set, the number of

which was increased from 16 in discrete steps. For instance, given the 480

examples, C4.5 generated a set of 30 production rules. The set of the produc-

tion rules failed to classify the examples 49.8 percent of the time; in other

words, 50.2 percent of the 480 examples were classified correctly.

Table 7.10. Error rate and number of rules by
number of training instances.

Number of Error Number
Training Instances Rate of Rules

16 81.2 0

160 56.2 10

240 55.8 15

480 49.8 30

960 52.9 58

This classification performance is shown in Figure 7.3 for the five rule

sets with the two existing SBMRP methods. Since the two existing methods can

implicitly be assumed to be one of 10 CLMs, for purposes of comparison they

reflect 10 percent performance classification. In general, as number of exam-

ples was increased, classification performance improved. However, a bumpy
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trend appeared around 480 examples, resulting in a halt to the increase in the

number of examples. Thus, the set of rules acquired from the 480 examples

became the final set of production rules. Note that more rules do not always

assure better performance.

60

50

40

30

20

10

0

0

0

160 320 480 640

Number of examples

800 960

Rule sets

Existing
methods

Figure 7.3. Performance comparison of rulesets and existing methods.

Since the essence of the induction process is to move beyond the train-

ing sets, the sets of rules derived were given a series of example test sets to

determine whether they had sufficient knowledge power to classify unseen data

(i.e., the test sets). Ten test sets were set up, each consisting of 480 examples

produced by the job generator, scheduler, and evaluator. In turn, C4.5 was run

on the unseen test sets for each set of the production rules. The results are

summarized in terms of error rate in Appendix B. The error rate represents

the rate that a rule set failed to classify given examples. For instance, with the

rule set derived from the 160 examples, it failed to classify the first test set of
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480 examples 80.4 percent of the time. The 30 production rules derived from

the 480 examples exhibited the best performances for all the test sets.

In general, performance was degraded when the ruleset derived from

each training set was tested against each test set. This degradation is related to

the fact that the induction program does not have the capability to handle dis-

junction. When multiple CLMs were recommended for a certain condition,

these ties were broken arbitrarily to fit the induction method, which resulted in

loss of some of the information. Due to the limitations of this methodology,

some performance degradation was inevitable. For instance, consider an exam-

ple with the two best CLMs for a specific job. After an arbitrary tie break, the

example with one CLM was given to the induction program. When any of the

other examples were tested for any of the other CLMs, the results were consid-

ered to be in error. However, in spite of this limitation, it will be demonstrated

in the following chapter that the KBES using the best set of rules performs

much better than the two existing methods of schedule-based MRP. This is

partly due to the fact that even the KBES which recommends the second best

CLM is good enough to compete with the two alternative SBMRP methods.

4. Output. The set of production rules that classified most correctly

was selected as the final set of production rules. Based on the example given

in Figure 7.3, the rule analyzer chose 30 production rules acquired from 480

examples as the final set of production rules. This set of production rules was

incorporated into the KBES.

7.2.7 Rule Translator

1. Purpose. Rule translation is necessary since C4.5 was originally

developed to recommend a best class when the user assigned the value of each

attribute; thus, it is nearly impossible to test a large amount of jobs with an
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unlimited number of attributes. The rule translator is required to translate for

Smalltalk.

2. Input. Table 7.9 includes a selection of the best sets of production

rules. The entire list of the best set of production rules determined by the rule

analyzer was given to the rule translator.

3. Function. With the Smalltalk format in mind, the set of production

rules derived from the C4.5 must be entered into the Smalltalk system, which

can provide the capability of generating a large number of jobs and of schedul-

ing these jobs within a reasonable amount of time. Furthermore, this process

does not require manual entry of the job attribute values.

4. Output. Table 7.11 shows a rule selection after manual translation to

Smalltalk (rule notation is defined in sections 7.2.1 and 7.2.2). The entire list is

included in Appendix C.

These production rules provide strong features of rule representation,

including good readability and transparency, since canned text can be easily

used to explain the rules. For example, Rule number 1 is easily read as fol-

lows:

IF the ratio of total available time to total processing

time is less than 1.17, and

variance of due dates is greater than 30.14, and

the percent of due dates tightness is less than 50,

THEN use forwardSPT.

Thus, if any job satisfies the above conditions, the KBES recommends the use

of forwardSPT as the CLM most suitable for the job.
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Table 7.11 Example of selected rules in the Smalltalk system.

SBMRPExpert add: (Rule
number: 1

condition: [

( #taOVERtp lt:1.17)
& (#varOfDues gt:30.14)
& (#tightness lt:50)]

action: [#forwardSPT]).

SBMRPExpert add: (Rule
number: 2
condition: [

( #taOVERtp gt:1.16)
& ( #taOVERtp lt:1.38)
& (#varOfSlacks 1t:11.14)

& (#varOfProcTimes gt:43.5)
& (#varOfProcTimes lt:53.08)

& (#varOfNo0f0perations lt:1.2)
& ( #varOfLoad gt:22.68)

& (#varOfNo0f0perationsForJob gt:0)
& (#varOfNo0f0perationsForJob lt:1.07)]

action: [#forwardSPT]).

SBMRPExpert add: (Rule
number: 3
condition: [

( #taOVERtp gt:1.46)
& ( #taOVERtp lt:1.66)

& (#varOfSlacks gt:12.54)
& (#varOfSlacks lt:46.8)

& (#varOfProcTimes gt:7.94)
& (#varOfProcTimes lt:27.1)

& ( #varOfLoad gt:35.13)]
action: [#backwardSPT]).

SBMRPExpert add: (Rule
number: 4
condition: [

(#varOfSlacks gt:1.94)
& (#varOfSlacks lt:2.2)

& (#varOfProcTimes lt:28.18)
& ( #varOfLoad gt:8.43)]

action: [#backwardSPT]).

7.2.8 Implementation of the KBES

1. Purpose. The knowledge sought, the best set of production rules, as

acquired through the rule analyzer, was incorporated into the KBES in the

Smalltalk environment. One important reason why the set of production rules

were rewritten in the Smalltalk environment is that the KBES must be eval-
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uated and compared with the two existing SBMRP methods in terms of costs

for a large set of jobs. A detailed account of the evaluation is provided in the

following chapter.

2. Input. Any job database with a format similar to that indicated in

Table 7.1 may be used.

3. Function. The KBES checked each job in the database to determine

whether the job characteristics matched the knowledge base. When there was a

match for any one of the production rules, the KBES selected the actions asso-

ciated with the specified conditions. Otherwise, the KBES adopted a default

rule, as derived from C4.5 (see section 6.1.3.3).

4. Output. The KBES recommended a best CLM for each job by

checking the job characteristics. This output was a duplication of effort in the

sense that C4.5 generated the same results. However, construction of the

KBES was essential for the evaluation of the best set of production rules.

5. Implementation. The KBES application was implemented by the

classes "Expert," "Fact," and "Rule." For organizational reasons, all three were

subclasses of a new class, the "Inference Engine," which was an abstract class

without methods. The methods used for the first three classes are shown, re-

spectively, in Tables 7.12 through 7.14.

Table 7.12. Expert instance protocol.

add: aRule Add a "aRule" into the receiver Expert.

initialize Initialize rules as an empty OrderedCollection.

rules Answer a collection of production rules.

solve Iterate through all the rules contained in the
Expert until a rule is fired.
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Table 7.13. Fact instance protocol.

initialize

is: aSymbol
gt: aNumber

is: aSymbol
lt: aNumber

value: aNumber
at: aSymbol

Initialize the Fact class.

Answer true if the value of the job characteristics,
"aSymbol", is greater than the "aNumber."

Answer true if the value of the job characteristics,
"aSymbol", is less than the "aNumber."

Enter the receiver fact into the Facts dictionary.
Set the value of a job characteristic, "aSymbol", to
the "aNumber."

Table 7.14. Rule instance protocol.

action

condition

fire

number: ruleNumber
condition:cBlock
action: actBlock

Answer the action part in the production rule.

Answer the value of the condition part, true or
false, in the production rule.

Recommend the CLM if the condition part of the
rule is true.

Initialize contents of a Rule.

Each instance of the class "Expert" contained a collection of rules as its

knowledge base and each rule was represented as an instance of the class

"Rule". When a "Rule" was executed, its condition part was evaluated as a

block of Smalltalk code. In order to solve a goal, it enumerated all possible

facts which could be derived from the rules of the expert until the goal

matched a fact. A "Fact" is something known to be true in the "Inference

Engine," either as a given fact or as an inferred fact.

7.2.9 Executive System

1. Purpose: The SBMRP KBES requires system initiation, overall man-

agement, and control.
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2. Input. A Workspace is a typical window in Smalltalk/V. Expressions

such as "SbMRPExecutive new startJobGenerator" are given in the window.

3. Function. Several expressions were evaluated, resulting in the dis-

patch of messages to the implementation components discussed in section 7.2

for activation.

4. Output. The executive system provided control to build and evaluate

the KBES.

5. Implementation. The class "SbMRPExecutive" controlled and di-

rected all processes and operations, initiating job generation, scheduling, and

schedule evaluation, consulting the KBES and performing the cost analyses

(described in section 8.2.5). The methods used in this class are shown in Table

7.15.

Table 7.15. SbMRPExecutive instance protocol.

consultKBES:aJob

initAnalysis

initFact: aJob

rank: aNumber
in: anArray

revisedJobScheduler

startJobGenerator

startJobScheduler

Answer the CLM that the KBES recommends for
"aJob."

Initiate cost analysis and answer all statistics
numbered as ranked best among the three methods
and average costs.

Initialize all the parameters in the system.

Answer a position with the smallest number.

Initiate the KBES and the two existing
schedulers to generate schedules.

Initiate job generator.

Initiate job scheduler and request job
evaluator.

7.3 Summary: Building a KBES

The procedure to use KACE to build a KBES consists of the following

steps:
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1) Set up number of parts for each job.

2) Set up parameters for due dates and processing times for

each part.

3) Run the job generator.

4) Run the job scheduler based on the jobs generated by the

job generator.

5) Collect the examples by running the job evaluator.

6) Generate examples with a unique best CLM.

7) Enter examples into the induction program, C4.5.

8) Using C4.5, derive a set of production rules.

9) Through experimentation, search for the best set of production

rules.

10) Translate the best set of rules into the Smalltalk system.

After generating a large number of jobs based on the given parameters,

these jobs were scheduled using 10 CLMs, each of which was ranked in terms

of total cost. Thus, it was possible for the evaluator to arrive at multiple best

CLMs. In this case, the tie must be broken arbitrarily since C4.5 does not

accept multiple best CLMs. Each example contained the values of job charac-

teristics and the best CLM. Given an equal number of jobs, the same number

of examples will be generated.

However, it was necessary to exercise caution in generating these

examples. If there were not enough examples for the induction program to

learn, the resulting set of production rules would have exhibited poor perform-

ance. Thus, large numbers of examples were provided to facilitate learning.

The number was determined by checking the performance as the number of

examples was increased. To assure that the resulting best set of the production

rules would also perform well on unseen data, the test sets as well as the train-
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ing sets were arranged. Once the best set of rules was found, they were enter-

ed into the KBES in a format accepted by the Smalltalk system in order to

compare the KBES with the two existing SBMRP methods.



8. EVALUATION

8.1 Introduction
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This chapter describes the evaluation phase discussed in section 6.1.2.

Two requirements for system evaluation are described first: evaluation proce-

dure and performance measures. Figure 8.1 displays the structure of the evalu-

ation procedure.

The job generator considered in Chapter 7 was used to produce a large

set of test jobs. Three scheduling methods, including the KBES and two exist-

ing methods, were applied to this set of test jobs. The KBES recommended

the best combined loading rule (CLM) for each job, while the two existing

methods were fixed to forwardFlFO and backwardFlFO. These three CLMs

were fed into the job scheduler, resulting in three schedules for each job, which

in turn were evaluated with respect to total costs in the job evaluator. Based

on the cost information, the comparator was used to produce the final results.

Since most of the processors indicated in Figure 8.1 have been discussed previ-

ously (Chapter 7), only the parts which have not been introduced are described

in the following section.

Once results are generated through the evaluation procedure, the result-

ing performances are measured, either by subjective or objective means. Sub-

jective measures such as satisfaction level are stated qualitatively, while objec-

tive measures are expressed quantitatively. For this study, objective measures

were used to evaluate the KBES system. As a result, two quantitative
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Figure 8.1. Detailed KBES evaluation procedure.
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performance measures were defined: total number of the best ranked and total

cost. The former represents the total number of times that a method

generated the best schedules for a set of jobs. The latter represents the accum-

ulated total costs, a weighted sum of holding and late costs, that a method

produces when scheduling a given number of jobs.

Based on these performance measures, the KBES was compared with

the two existing SBMRP scheduling methods (forward FIFO and backward

FIFO), and the results are presented in section 8.3. The final section describes

the sensitivity analyses conducted on several of the most important parameters,

based on the performance measures referred to above.

8.2 KBES Evaluation Procedure

Each of the components of the KBES evaluation process are discussed

with respect to program input, function, output, and implementation (i.e., to the

degree that each category is applicable to the program component in question).

8.2.1 Job Generator

1. Input: The same parameters were used as noted in Chapter 7.

Even so, the KBES generator produced jobs with totally different characteristics

since such job attributes as operation sequence, due date, and processing time

are determined randomly according to probability distributions. The number of

jobs was assumed to be 480, given that this number was judged to provide a

sufficiently large and representative job set with eight different input categories.

2. Function. The job generator provides a common basis to test the

three methods by generating a large test job database for comparison of the

KBES and the two existing SBMRP methods.
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3. Output. The job generator produced 480 jobs based on 8 different

cases; 60 jobs, or one-eighth of the total number, were generated with the pro-

cessing time distributed exponential[2] and the due date distributed uni-

form[0,5]. An additional 60 jobs were generated with the processing time distri-

buted exponential[2] and with due date distributed uniform[0,10]. These para-

meter combinations were described in section 7.2. A sample database contain-

ing three jobs is shown Table 7.2.

8.2.2 KBES Evaluation

1. Input The 480 test jobs derived from the job generator were entered

into the KBES, which then recommended the best rule for each job.

2. Function. The KBES, armed with the best set of production rules

developed through KACE, checked each of the 480 jobs to determine whether

their job characteristics matched the knowledge base. In cases of an exact

match of all of the conditions of any of the 30 production rules, the KBES

selected the action associated with the conditions. Otherwise, it adopted a

default rule derived from C4.5 (section 6.1.3.3).

3. Output. The KBES recommended the best CLM for each job by

checking the job characteristics. This CLM was fed into the job scheduler,

along with the two existing SBMRP methods, to generate schedules for compar-

ison.

8.2.3 Job Scheduler

1. Input. The test job database with the 480 jobs generated from the

job generator was given to the job scheduler. In addition, to initiate the job

scheduler, the forward FIFO and backward FIFO CLMs and the CLM recom-

mended by the KBES were required.
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2. Function. For the KBES evaluation phase, only three CLMs were

applied to each job in the test job database. Two of the CLMs, forward I-11-0

and backward FIFO, represent the two existing methods, and the third was the

CLM that the KBES recommended for a certain job.

3. Output. Three schedules were generated for each job, based on the

scheduling method recommended by the KBES the two existing SBMRP sched-

uling methods. Since 480 jobs consume substantial amounts of memory, the

three schedules were immediately entered in the job evaluator, rather than

storing them on disk.

4. Implementation. The same methods discussed in section 7.2.1 were

used, with the exception that 3 CLMs rather than 10 CLMs were applied to

each job. The instance protocol for the class is shown in Table 7.7.

8.2.4 Job Evaluator

1. Input. The job evaluator received three schedules from the job

scheduler for each job, two from the two alternative SBMRP methods and one

from the KBES.

2. Function. The three schedules were evaluated based on a weighted

sum of late and holding costs. Rather than ranking the CLMs for each of the

three schedules, the total costs derived from the three methods were reserved

for the final cost analysis.

3. Output. The evaluator was used to generate the Cost database, an

example of which is shown in Table 8.1. The table shows total costs when the

three different scheduling methods are applied to 20 jobs. The fields of the

database consist of the KBES and the two existing methods for each job.
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Table 8.1. Example of cost database.

Job
Forward

FIFO
Backward

FIFO KBES

1 32.5 20.0 19.5*

2 26.0 21.0 9.0*

3 45.0 22.0* 23.5

4 86.0 90.0 29.0*

5 29.5 19.5 18.5*

6 49.0 31.0 20.0*

7 33.5 41.5 21.5*

8 24.5* 36.0 34.0

9 52.0* 111.5 52.0*

10 37.5 35.0 34.5*

11 31.5* 44.0 36.0

12 53.0 46.0 32.5*

13 36.0* 65.5 55.5

14 27.0 17.0* 21.5

15 29.0 38.0 21.5*

16 34.5 25.0* 31.5

17 57.0 48.5 32.5*

18 50.0 46.5 27.0*

19 17.5* 23.0 20.5

20 21.0 23.0 15.5*

* = best method
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4. Implementation. Rather than generating Job Summary database, the

"Evaluator" calculates total costs for the three schedules and generates the Cost

database. The three schedules were derived from the two existing SBMRP

methods and the KBES. The instance protocol for the class is shown in Table

7.9.

8.2.5 Comparator

1. Input. The "Comparator" analyzes the Cost database generated from

the job evaluator. An example of the database containing 20 jobs is shown in

Table 8.1.

2. Function. The comparator analyzed the Cost database in terms of

two performance measures: total number of best ranked and total costs.

Based on the cost information for the given number of jobs, the total number

of the best ranked were calculated and the total costs for the KBES and the

two existing SBMRP methods were summarized.

3. Output. The final results for the total number of the best ranked

and total costs based on the 480 jobs were compared for the KBES and the

two existing SBMRP methods. For example, consider the Cost database as

shown in Table 8.1. The comparator printed 5, 3, and 13 by counting the num-

ber representing the best ranked (*) by the forward method, the backward

method, and the KBES, respectively. In addition to these results, it also printed

the total costs for each method by summing up each of the columns.

4. Implementation. To obtain performance statistics for the KBES and

two existing methods, they were compared in terms of the number of the best

ranked among the three methods and total costs. The implementation is em-

bedded in the class "SbMRPExecutive," discussed in section 7.2.9.
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8.3 Results and Analysis

This section is provided to compare results between the KBES and the

two existing SBMRP methods. The first section summarizes the results derived

from the evaluation procedure. Then, additionally, the KBES was compared

against a best single CLM. A statistical analysis of the results is presented in

the following section.

8.3.1 Results

Based on the evaluation procedure discussed in section 8.2, 10 replica-

tions were run to obtain reliable averages. The results are summarized in

Table 8.2 for number of best ranked and costs. Each iteration consisted of 480

jobs, each consisting of 6 parts, which were generated randomly by specifying

Table 8.2. Performance summary, existing SBMRP methods and KBES.

Iteration

Forward Backward KBES

No. No. No.
Best Best Best

Ranked Cost Ranked Cost Ranked Cost

1 81 21088 119 18551 300 13754

2 77 21302 111 18605 318 13788

3 75 21432 128 18515 300 14074

4 78 20628 127 17494 312 13139

5 77 20717 128 17368 309 13154

6 72 21262 135 18024 309 14090

7 76 21364 128 18345 302 13863

8 75 20531 123 16947 310 13026

9 74 21370 132 18258 300 13837

10 79 21017 129 17885 298 13400
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different parameter values, including due dates and processing times. For each

of the iterations, the results generated by the KBES were better than those

generated with either of the two existing SBMRP methods.

Additionally, the KBES was compared to the best single CLM, backward

EDD, the best for around 18% of the training examples. The results are

shown in Table 8.3. It can be seen from Table 8.3 that the best fixed rule,

backward EDD, performed better than the two existing methods even though

its performance was worse than the KBES's.

Table 8.3. Cost summary, existing SBMRP and new methods.

Forward Backward Backward
Iteration FIFO FIFO EDD KBES

1 21088 18551 14018 13754

2 21302 18605 14227 13788

3 21432 18515 14419 14074

4 20628 17494 13759 13139

5 20717 17368 13936 13154

6 21262 18024 14418 14090

7 21364 18345 13894 13863

8 20531 16947 13633 13026

9 21370 18258 14406 13837

10 21017 17885 13857 13400

8.3.2 Statistical Analysis

Based on the results given in Table 8.2, average and percent statistics

are summarized for the three scheduling methods in Table 8.4. The table
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indicates that the KBES outperforms the two existing methods consistently with

respect to either of the criteria.

Table 8.4. Summary of basic statistics, existing SBMRP methods
and KBES.

Forward Backward
Scheduling Scheduling KBES

Average (no. of
best ranked) 76 126 306

Variance (no. of
best ranked) 6.7 46.9 44.6

Percent (no. of
best ranked) 15.0 24.8 60.2

Average (total
cost) 21071 17999 13612

Standard deviation
(total cost) 335 567 398

In Figure 8.2, the three methods are visually compared to illustrate the

contrast in the results with respect to average total numbers of best ranked.

The KBES produced the best schedules for 60 percent of the given number of

jobs, while the backward scheduling and forward scheduling methods produce

60

Total 50
no. of
best 40
ranked
(%) 30

20

10

25

15

n

60

Forward Backward
Scheduling Scheduling

KBES

Method

Figure 8.2. Performance comparison of the
KBES and existing SBMRP methods.
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the best schedules for only 25 and 15 percent, respectively. Consequently, as-

suming that 1,000 jobs must be scheduled, use of the KBES would ensure the

600 best schedules, while the other two would generate only 250 and 150 of the

best schedules, respectively.

Paired t-tests were conducted to substantiate this evidence in favor of

the KBES. Table 8.5 provides, with respect to both criteria, statistical support

for this conclusion since the KBES indicates results which are significantly

better than those for the two existing SBMRP methods (p < 0.0001). In addi-

tion, the backward scheduling system results were significantly better than those

for the forward scheduling system (p < 0.0001).

Table 8.5 Summary of paired t-test analysis.

Hypothesis Results

Ho: mean(FBR) = mean(BBR) Alpha: 0.01
Ha: mean(FBR) < mean(BBR) t: -18.45

p-value: < 0.0001
Reject Ho

Ho: mean(FBR) = mean(KBR) Alpha: 0.01
Ha: mean(FBR) < mean KBR) t: -96.3

p-value: < 0.0001
Reject Ho

Ho: mean(BBR) = mean(KBR) Alpha: 0.01
Ha: mean(BBR) < mean(KBR) t: -49.12

p-value: < 0.0001
Reject Ho

Ho: mean(FC) = mean BC Alpha: 0.01
Ha: mean(FC) > mean t: 32.0BC)

p-value: < 0.0001
Reject Ho

Ho: mean(FC) = mean(KC) Alpha: 0.01
Ha: mean(FC) > mean(KC) t: 178.43

p-value: < 0.0001
Reject Ho

Ho: mean(BC) = mean(KC) Alpha: 0.01
Ha: mean(BC) > mean(KC) t: 45.7

p-value: < 0
Reject Ho

0.0001

Note: FBR, BBR, KBR = best ranked by forward,
backward, and KBES, respectively; FC, BC,
and KC = total cost by forward, backward,
and KBES, respectively.
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Therefore, these results of the evaluation show that the KBES exhibited

performance superior to the two existing SBMRP methods in the both perfor-

mance measures. Moreover, the backward method exhibited better perfor-

mance than the forward method, which supports White's (1986) claim that

backward method provides better results than the forward method. The follow-

ing section is a discussion of how these results are changed when the para-

meters are assumed to have different values.

8.4 Sensitivity Analysis

One of the main purposes of performing sensitivity analysis is to see the

variations of results by keeping the data set as representative as possible. This

results in deriving a number of interpretations of the results. An experimental

design was used as a means to obtain a representative data set, and the results

are analyzed in the following section.

8.4.1 Experimental Design

It has been noted that one of the most important job attributes is the

relation of total available time to total processing time (TA/TP) in the determi-

nation whether to use the forward or backward method. Thus, this relationship

was included in the analysis, along with two other parameters: processing time

for each operation and the number of parts. As shown in Table 8.6, TA/TP

was assumed to have three different levels, there were four different numbers

of parts, and three different levels of processing time.

These levels were selected in accordance with the following assumptions.

Each part required five machining processes. In rough terms, assuming that

each operation takes three days, the part needs 15 days and a job which con-

sists of 10 parts spans 150 days. Assuming that the job consists of 20 parts, 300
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days are required. Consequently, it was assumed that this length of the time

was sufficient to cover most of demands placed in real applications. An

additional assumption was that total available time did not exceed seven times

the total processing time for any job, a ratio large enough to provide a suffi-

cient length of available time. In the following discussion it is demonstrated

that these levels provide sufficient evidence to support the representative nature

of the data set. Overall, there were a total of 36 different cases to consider.

Table 8.6. Experimental parameters for
sensitivity analysis.

Processing Predicted
Time No. of Parts TA/TP

1 10 1 to 3

2 15 3 to 5

3 20 5 to 7

30

In order to assure that the data set was as representative as possible, a

scheme based upon a continuous range was utilized. For example, TA/TP had

three different levels, 1 to 3, 3 to 5, and 5 to 7. Each level was based upon

the processing time of each operation and the due date for each part. For

example, given that each operation lasted 3 days, each part required approxi-

mately 15 days since five operations were involved. Considering that a due

date was assigned to each part based on a uniform distribution of [0,30], total

available time ranged in an interval from 15 days to 45 days, resulting in a

TA/TP of 1 to 3.

Based upon this reasoning, the processing time and due date parameters

were determined for each value of TA/TP, as shown in Table 8.7. As shown
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in Table 8.7, nine different cases were analyzed for each number of parts. It

was assumed that the processing time for each operation followed an exponen-

tial distribution, while the due date for each part followed a uniform distribu-

tion. The distribution parameters are shown in Table 8.7. Due to the random-

ness of these distributions, predicted TA/TP was used, rather than true TA/TP.

To easily designate each case, a plan was defined as follows: Let P(N,I)

indicate a plan which runs based on N parts with a sequence I, as defined in

Table 8.7. Then, P(20,1) has same the plan as P(20,7), except for a different

due date parameter. As noted above, there were a total of 36 plans since four

different numbers of parts were considered.

Table 8.7. Due date levels for TA/TP.

Distribution Parameter

Sequence
ID

Processing
Time Due Date Predicted

TA/TP

1 1 [ 0, 10]

1 to 32 2 [ 0, 20]

3 3 [ 0, 30]

4 1 [10, 20]

3 to 55 2 [20, 40]

6 3 [30, 60]

7 1 [20, 30]

5 to 78 2 [40, 60]

9 3 [60, 90]
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8.4.2 Comparison and Discussion

Based on the experimental design described above, 480 jobs were gener-

ated for each plan. These jobs then were entered into the KBES and the two

existing SBMRP methods. The number of jobs that were scheduled best by

each method was tallied. This number was then converted into a percentage

for purposes of comparison. This process was repeated for 36 plans.

The results are summarized in Table 8.8, representing the percentage of

the 480 jobs that were scheduled best by each method. For example, under the

plan P(10,1), the KBES generated the best schedules for 69.6 percent of the

480 jobs, while the forward and the backward methods produced the best

schedules for 6.7 and 23.7 percent of the 480 jobs, respectively. The results

were reorganized to resolve the following concerns about KBES performance:

1) When the processing time parameter is changed, will the KBES

still provide the best performance?

2) When the TA/TP level is increased, how will the three methods

perform?

3) When the number of parts is increased, how will the KBES work?

4) When considering the parameters collectively, what overall behav-

ior will these methods exhibit?

Figure 8.3 is presented in three panels: (a) based on the plans P(10,1),

P(10,4) and P(10,7), (b) based on the plans P(10,2), P(10,5) and P(10,8), and

(c) based on the plans P(10,3), P(10,6) and P(10,9). Note that the processing

time parameter is not so sensitive since the change of the value did not change

the KBES rank, as shown in Figure 8.3. Namely, regardless of the change in

processing time, the KBES provided the best performance. As the TA/TP level

increased, the forward method became worse, as expected, ending at zero



Table 8.8. Summarized results of the sensitivity analysis.

Plan Forward Backward KBES

P(10,1) 6.7 23.7 69.6
P(10,4) 0.0 17.8 82.2
P(10,7) 0.0 18.0 82.0

P(10,2) 5.3 23.2 71.5
P(10,5) 0.0 25.2 74.8
P(10,8) 0.0 23.8 76.2

P(10,3) 7.9 31.9 60.2
P(10,6) 0.0 27.2 72.8
P(10,9) 0.0 30.0 70.0

P(15,1) 24.0 11.4 64.6
P(15,4) 0.0 14.1 85.9
P(15,7) 0.0 11.5 88.5

P(15,2) 27.5 15.0 57.5
P(15,5) 0.0 20.8 79.2
P(15,8) 0.0 23.9 76.1

P(15,3) 38.5 18.3 43.1
P(15,6) 0.0 21.2 78.8
P(15,9) 0.0 24.7 75.3

P(20,1) 45.3 4.7 50.0
P(20,4) 0.0 10.2 89.8
P(20,7) 0.0 8.3 91.7

P(20,2) 53.6 3.3 43.1
P(20,5) 0.0 16.9 83.1
P(20,8) 0.0 16.1 83.9

P(20,3) 68.3 4.9 26.8
P(20,6) 0.0 19.6 80.4
P(20,9) 0.0 17.8 82.2

P(30,1) 69.2 0.0 30.8
P(30,4) 4.0 6.2 89.8
P(30,7) 0.0 4.4 95.6

P(30,2) 77.6 0.2 22.2
P(30,5) 20.9 19.5 59.6
P(30,8) 0.0 14.1 85.9

P(30,3) 87.8 0.2 12.0

P(30,6) 26.1 15.7 58.2
P(30,9) 0.0 14.2 85.8
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percent. While the backward method by itself was close to 20 percent, the

KBES indicated a stable and very respectable performance of 80 percent. As a

result, as the TA/TP level increased, the KBES performance continued to

improve.

As far as the number of parts is concerned, one important factor should

be noted. Figures 8.3 and 8.4 show the average performance of the KBES with

respect to the two existing SBMRP methods, based on the different processing

times for cases of 10 and 15 parts, respectively. The three panels in Figure 8.4

are based on the same format provided in Figure 8.3, with the exception of

N =15 parts. The KBES provided the best performance for up to 15 parts,

regardless of the values of the parameters (Figures 8.3 to 8.4). Assuming 20

parts, the forward method performed somewhat better than the KBES at the

level of 1 to 3 (the lowest level), as shown in Figure 8.5. The three panels in

Figure 8.5 were based on the same format provided in Figure 8.3, with the

exception of N = 20 parts. As the number of parts was increased to 30 parts,

the forward method improved at the same lowest level, as shown in Figure 8.6.

The three panels in Figure 8.6 were based on the same format as provided in

Figure 8.3, with the exception of N = 30 parts.

One of the principal reasons for these results is that as the number of

parts increased, the interaction between parts also increased. This results in

shifting the TA/TP value, which is one of the criteria for the determination

whether to use forward or backward methods. It may be noted that more slack

time is required to process the larger number of parts. However, the KBES

lacked the knowledge to accommodate this situation. Therefore, in this situa-

tion the forward method is the more likely to produce the best results. None-

theless, when the TA/TP level is greater than 3, the KBES will continue to

provide the best performance, regardless of the number of parts.
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These results may be tabulated qualitatively as follows (Table 8.9):

Table 8.9. TA/TP level measurements.

Parts 1 to 3 3 to 5 5 to 7

10 KBES KBES KBES

15 KBES KBES KBES

20 KBES/
Forward KBES KBES

30 Forward KBES KBES

Though the values of the TA/TP level and the number of parts have been ex-

tended to obtain representative data, it is still possible to generalize from these

results. When the TA/TP level is greater than 7, the KBES shows the best per-

formance at approximately 80 percent, while the two existing SBMRP methods

were able to achieve only an accumulative 20 percent. When more than 30

parts were assumed, the KBES lost its ability to learn, did not select the best

CLM, and demonstrated less favorable results. For purposes of overall compar-

ison, average performance by the number of parts is shown in Figures 8.7 and

8.8, based on the TA/TP first two levels and first three levels, respectively.

Thus, it is suggested that on the average the KBES exhibits performance

which is superior to that of existing SBMRP methods for up to 20 parts. It is

therefore clear that it would be of value to develop a new KBES with KACE

for those situations with 30 parts or more.

8.5 Evaluation Summary

The KBES and two existing SBMRP methods were evaluated for 4,800

jobs. Based on the assumptions defined in section 6.3.1, the KBES produced
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the best schedules for 60 percent of the jobs, while the backward scheduling

and forward scheduling methods produced the best schedules for 25 and 15 per-

cent of the jobs, respectively. Based SBMRP concepts, the scheduling perform-

ance of the proposed KBES assures the generation of a material requirements

plan which is superior to those produced using the two existing methods.

According to sensitivity analysis, even when the assumptions were re-

laxed, the KBES outperformed the two existing methods for most cases, with

the exception of an increased number of parts. As the number of parts was

increased to 20, the KBES maintained superior performance with respect to the

performances achieved by the two existing SBMRP methods. However, based

upon the assumption of 30 or more parts, the KBES failed to achieve a high

degree of success in the selection of the best CLM.

In addition, it was observed that as number of parts was increased, there

was a greater degree of interaction among the parts. This resulted in shifting

the TA/TP value, which is one of the most important criteria used for the de-

termination of whether to use forward or backward methods. Thus, given more

than 30 parts, it would be desirable to apply the KACE method to build a new

KBES, subjecting it to the same evaluation procedures discussed in this chapter.
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9. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

9.1 Summary of the Proposal

The purpose of this study was to investigate the problems associated

with schedule-based materials requirements planning (SBMRP) and to improve

their performance by the application of a knowledge-based expert system

(KBES). Knowledge acquisition through computer experimentation (KACE)

was used for the development of the proposed KBES.

The minimization of holding and late costs is of vital importance to the

success of any system of manufacturing production. These costs are reflected in

decisions about what to produce, when to produce, what materials to purchase,

and when they should be purchased. Production scheduling is generally used to

arrive at the first two decisions, and material requirements planning (MRP)

systems are used to formulate the last two decisions. However, since there has

been little interaction between these two techniques, several infeasibilities may

occur when attempting to integrate their results in a real-time production situa-

tion. The principal shortcoming of this approach has been that actual installed

or available productive capacity is ignored. Therefore, SBMRP was developed

to supplement material requirements plans with actual production schedules.

For SBMRP, the basic strategy has been to use backward scheduling or

forward scheduling based on arbitrary dispatching rules. One of the weak

points of this approach is that it fails to use such job information as slack times,

due dates, and processing times, which could otherwise be used to arrive at
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more efficient decisions. A second reported weak point is that the backward

scheduling method produces a better schedule than the forward scheduling

method with respect to holding and late costs. However, this may or may not

be true, and is dependent upon job characteristics.

The current study focused on a proposal to respond to these weak

points identified in SBMRP by the application of a KBES. Heuristic rules were

developed through an experiment-based knowledge acquisition process to gener-

ate better schedules, rather than relying solely upon the choice of either for-

ward or backward scheduling. In addition, both holding and late costs were

used as optimizing criteria for the proposed system. Scheduling performance

was measured in terms of the minimization of the sums of holding and late

costs. At the same time, the implementation of these system improvements

resulted in significant complications in the scheduling problem.

In response to these complications, heuristic methods were proposed as

an alternative to analytic methods. Specifically, five loading rules were selected

based on their close relationship to certain job characteristics, including pro-

cessing times and due dates. The two scheduling strategies used by the

SBMRP were then considered, and combined loading methods (CLM) were

proposed to obtain better performance. These methods were derived by com-

bining the two scheduling strategies with the five heuristic rules, resulting in the

creation of 10 CLMs for the purposes of comparative analysis: forward FIFO,

backward FIFO, forward EDD, backward EDD, forward LPT, backward LPT,

forward SPT, backward SPT, forward LS, and backward LS.

Inasmuch as the current study proposed the creation of an entirely new

approach, an expert human scheduler was not available. To overcome this

problem, knowledge acquisition through computer experimentation (KACE)

was utilized. The basic concept of KACE was to generate a large number of
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scheduling problems and evaluate them using the 10 CLMs. The problems and

their results were entered into an induction program to learn by example, with

the object of determining the relationships between the problems and their

results. This derived knowledge then was represented in the KBES in the form

of a rule consisting of an LHS specifying a job characteristic patterns and an

RHS specifying the CLM which should be used to schedule jobs with these

characteristic patterns.

The KACE architecture consisted of five components: a job generator,

a scheduler, an evaluator, a rule generator, and a KBES. The job generator

created a large number of jobs based on selected job parameters. For each

job, the scheduler generated 10 schedules using the 10 CLMs. The evaluator

was used to evaluate these schedules according to the criteria minimizing the

sums of late and holding costs. The evaluation results were then entered into

an induction program to generate knowledge in rule form. Finally, this derived

knowledge was incorporated in the SBMRP KBES.

Each job was assumed to have several specific characteristics, including

differing ratios of total available time to total processing time, variances in slack

times, and variances in due dates. These job characteristics were calculated

when each job was generated, subject to the variations in the specific job

parameters. The job generator was responsible for providing the induction pro-

gram with sufficient examples to facilitate learning, that is, the number of jobs

ranged from 16 to 960, dependent upon the training set in use.

After generating the large number of jobs, 10 CLMs were applied to

each job, resulting in 10 schedules which were measured in terms of the criteria

for minimizing the sums of late and holding costs. An induction program, C4.5,

was given these results, consisting of the job characteristics and the best

CLM(s) for each job. The C4.5 induction program, an extended version of
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ID3, was applied to the problem of deriving a set of classification rules that can

determine the best CLM from the job characteristics. One difficult decision to

make centered on the question of how many examples were necessary to gener-

ate the best set of production rules. In general, as the number of trained

examples is increased, classification performance for each set of the production

rules will vary. As a result, the number of examples was increased until there

were no further significant improvements. The set of production rules which

resulted in the best classification performance became the final set of produc-

tion rules, which was incorporated into the KBES. Then, to measure how well

each set of the production rules would classify unforseen cases, C4.5 was run on

several test sets with different job characteristics from those used for the formu-

lation of the KBES. Finally, to evaluate KBES performance, it was compared

to two existing SBMRP methods (forward FIFO and backward FIFO) based on

a large number of jobs.

9.2 Summary of the Results

The proposed KBES system was implemented in Smalltalk/V on a

COMPAQ 386. The supplementary induction program, C4.5, was run on

UNIX. The final results (i.e., the final set of production rules) generated with

C4.5 became the KBES knowledge base. Thus, the results of this study are

summarized in two categories: the results of C4.5 and the KBES with respect

to the two existing SBMRP methods.

To arrive at decisions regarding how many examples should be provided

for C4.5 evaluation, sets with varying numbers of examples were chosen and the

performances were compared for these sets. It was observed that classification

performance improved as the number of examples was increased. However,

peak performance was achieved at approximately 480 examples. Thus, the
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process was terminated, resulting in convergence at correct classification of

approximately 50 percent of the examples. This performance was superior to

those for the existing methods, the correct classification of which was approxi-

mately 10 percent of the samples for the same example set. As a result, the

set of 30 production rules was selected as a final knowledge base.

It was noted that when these sets of production rules were tested on the

unforseen test sets, their performances were degraded because of limitations in

C4.5 capabilities. However, the set of 30 production rules still exhibited the

best performance, which confirmed the findings of this study for the derived

final knowledge base.

The second category was to compare the KBES with two other existing

SBMRP methods, forward and backward. These three methods were given 480

jobs to schedule and their performances were compared. At an average of 10

iterations, the KBES produced the best schedules for 60 percent of the jobs,

while the backward and forward methods produced the best schedules for 25

and 15 percent, respectively. These findings demonstrated that the KBES has

the capacity to outperform the two existing SBMRP methods.

In addition, sensitivity analysis was conducted to determine what the

major effects on the KBES would be when important parameters were changed.

It was observed that the processing time parameter was less sensitive since the

KBES provided the best performance, regardless of changes of parameters. As

the TA/TP level was increased, the efficiency of the forward method was re-

duced, as had been expected. It ended with no best schedule (zero percent).

While the backward method produced the best schedules for about 20 percent

of the jobs, at the best schedules for 80 percent of the jobs, the KBES demon-

strated stable and noteworthy performance. Consequently, as the TA/TP level

was increased, KBES performance improved.
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However, as the number of parts was increased, it was noted that the

KBES exhibited increased degrees of sensitivity. Up to 15 parts, the KBES

provided the best performance regardless of changes in the parameters. When

20 parts were assumed, however, the forward method performed somewhat

better than the KBES at a TA/TP of 1 to 3. As the number of parts was in-

creased to 30 parts, forward method performance continued to improve.

When the TA/TP level was greater than 7, the KBES achieved the best

performance at approximately 80 percent, compared to the combined perfor-

mance of 20 percent for the two existing SBMRP methods. For the purpose of

overall comparison, average performance by number of parts was calculated,

based on the first two and the first three TA/TP levels. This calculation indi-

cated that on the average, when compared to the two existing SBMRP

methods, the KBES exhibited very high performance for up to 20 parts.

9.3 Conclusion and Recommendations for Future Research

Two major weaknesses were identified for existing SBMRP techniques:

failure to incorporate job information and blind selection of scheduling methods

(forward FIFO or backward FIFO). To realize better job shop integration

through SBMRP, these weaknesses must be confronted. As an approach to the

solution of these problem areas, the proposed KBES was developed by the aid

of the KACE method, and exhibited superior scheduling performance over two

existing SBMRP methods for up to 20 parts. This performance, based on the

concept of SBMRP, ensures formulation of materials requirements plans super-

ior to those generated with the two existing methods. These findings

demonstrate that KACE is a very useful methodology in the solution of hard

problems for which no expert exists.
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The current investigation has determined that the induction program is a

very effective method of knowledge acquisition. When it is considered that

most of the current expert systems have been developed by interviewing human

experts, the success of the induction program provides a useful alternative for

facilitating the time-consuming process of knowledge acquisition. During the

evaluation of the induction program, it was observed that it provided the fol-

lowing advantages in comparison to interviews with human experts:

1) Rapid rules production;

2) Automatic rule production (i.e., automatic knowledge

acquisition);

3) Good accommodation of noisy data;

4) Strong performance evidenced when the attributes have continu-

ous as opposed to categorical values;

5) Strong performance evidenced when the number of attributes is

large; and

6) Does not require a knowledge engineer to spend a period of

apprenticeship on the task in question.

Even with the demonstrated success of the KBES, some concerns may

arise regarding KBES performance when such important parameters as the

TA/TP level or the number of parts are changed. Based upon sensitivity analy-

sis, the KBES exhibited very robust results for most of the important job para-

meters. However, as the number of parts was increased, the KBES experienced

some degree of performance degradation since the possibility of increased inter-

actions or conflicts between parts tended to increase, resulting in shifts of the

TA/TP threshold. Thus, for operations with more than 30 parts, it is strongly

recommended that a new KBES should be developed using the KACE method.
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Two major areas have been identified for future research: the expan-

sion of the research undertaken in the current investigation, as noted above,

and investigation of the use of different approaches. The current study was

based upon the assumption of five static loading rules for the definition of com-

bined loading methods, and eight attributes for each job. Relaxation of this

assumption may lead to improved scheduling performance. Additional loading

rules and job attributes can be defined. However, it should be noted that the

identification of significant attributes is one of the most difficult tasks.

Second, current research on simulated annealing, genetic algorithms, or

neural nets may hold a potential for improved speed and accuracy in the solu-

tion of SBMRP problems. Simulated annealing can be regarded as a hill-climb-

ing search over possible complete assignments, with the introduction of noise to

jump out of local minima. Genetic algorithms can quite literally generate im-

proved versions of themselves. The induction program, C4.5, is situated halfway

between conventional rule-based algorithms and genetic algorithms. To apply

simulated annealing or genetic algorithms to problem situations is a challenging

task; to apply neural nets to the same problems can be done with somewhat

more ease.

The neural net is a network in which the computational elements or

nodes are connected via weights that are typically adapted during use to im-

prove performance. Among the taxonomy of neural nets (Lippmann, 1987), the

multi-layer perceptron, in particular, could be used to provide satisfactory

solutions to the types of problems considered in the current investigation. The

multi-layer perceptron consists of feed-forward nets with one or more layers of

nodes between the input and output nodes. The input nodes may consist of the

values of job attributes, while the output nodes may be used to represent com-

bined loading methods (CLM). If the net could be given a large number of
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training examples for each CLM, it could be expected that the neural net would

provide a useful replacement for the KBES.

In summary, these three approaches are promising areas which can be

drawn upon to improve the scheduling performances of the SBMRP integrated

with the KBES.
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Appendix A: C4.5 Input

! Definition of Classes and Attributes

Classes

forwardFlFO, forwardEDD, forwardLS, forwardLPT, forwardSPT,

backwardFlFO,backwardEDD, backwardLS, backwardLPT, backwardSPT.

one:continuous. I TA/TP

two:continuous. I Variance of Due Date

three:continuous. I Variance of Slacks

four:continuous. ! Variance of Processing Time

five:continuous. I Percent of Tightness

six:continuous. I Variance of Number of Operations for Machines

seven:continuous. !Variance of Shop Load

eight:continuous. I Variance of Number of Operations for Jobs
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Appendix B: Summarized Results of Test Sets,

Error Rate Percentages

N mber of raining Sts
Set 16 160 240 480 960

1111.1nEMSNIIMIIIIIIII
111111111111M1111:111111111111M

111111111=1:M1111:1111
1111111111111111MIMMIIMMIll
1110111111111111111MIIIMMI

11:111,1:1111111=r11111
MIIIIIIIMIENIIIMIIMINII

9 79.8 79.4 78.6 72.5 78.2

10 82.3 80.7 78.3 73.3 81.2

Avg 83.6 79.7 78.1 72.8 80.5
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Appendix C: Entire List Of Production Rules

SBMRPExpert add: (Rule
number: 1
condition: [

( #taOVERtp 11:1.17)
& (#varOfDues gt:30.14)
& (#tightness lt:50)]

action: [#forwardSPT]).

SBMRPExpert add: (Rule
number: 2
condition: [

( #taOVERtp gt:1.16)
& (#ta0VERtp lt:1.38)
& (#varOfSlacks lt:11.14)

& (#varOfProcTimes gt:43.5)
& (#varOfProcTimes lt:53.08)

& (#varOfNoOfOperations lt:1.2)
& (#varOfLoad gt:22.68)

& ( #varOfNoOfOperationsForJob gt:0)
& ( #varOfNoOfOperationsForJob It:1.07)]

action: [#forwardSPT]).

SBMRPExpert add: (Rule
number: 3
condition: [

( #taOVERtp gt:1.46)
& ( #taOVERtp lt:1.66)

& (#varOfSlacks gt:12.54)
& (#varOfSlacks lt:46.8)

& (#varOfProcTimes gt:7.94)
& (#varOfProcTimes lt:27.1)

& ( #varOfLoad gt:35.13)]
action: [ #backwardSPT]).

SBMRPExpert add: (Rule
number: 4
condition: [

(#varOfSlacks gt:1.94)
& (#varOfSlacks lt:2.2)

& (#varOfProcTimes lt:28.18)
& ( #varOfLoad gt:8.43)]

action: [#backwardSPT]).
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SBMRPExpert add: (Rule
number:5
condition: [

( #taOVERtp It:2.13)
& (#varOfDues lt: 17.54)

& (#varOfSlacks gt:6.18)
& (#tightness It:0)]

action: [ #backwardSPT]).

SBMRPExpert add: (Rule
number:6
condition: [

( #taOVERtp gt:1.45)
& (#varOfDues gt: 18.5)
& (#varOfDues It: 19.88)

& (#tightness gt:4.57)
& (#tightness lt:51.3) ]

action: [#backwardSPT]).

SBMRPExpert add: (Rule
number: 7
condition: [

( #taOVERtp gt:1.25)
& ( #taOVERtp lt:1.4)
& (#varOfDues gt:4.54)

& (#varOfSlacks gt:1.5)
& (#varOfSlacks It:23.24)

& (#varOfProcTimes It:43.5)
& ( #varOfNoOfOperations 1t:0.5)

& ( #varOfLoad gt:9.7)
& ( #varOfNoOfOperationsForJob lt:0.57)]

action: [#forwardLS]).

SBMRPExpert add: (Rule
number: 8
condition: [

( #taOVERtp gt:1.21)
& ( #taOVERtp It:1.38)

& (#tightness gt:16)
& (#tightness It:50)

& (#varOfNo0f0perations gt:0.7)
& ( #varOfLoad gt:15.25)

& (#varOfLoad lt:77.42)]
action: [#forwardLS1).
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SBMRPExpert add: (Rule
number: 9
condition: [

( #taOVERtp gt:1.2)
& ( #taOVERtp It:1.25)
& (#varOfDues lt:39.47)

& (#varOfSlacks gt:2.88)
& (#varOfNoOfOperations lt:0.7)

& (#varOfNoOfOperationsForJob lt:0.7)]
action: [#forwardLS]).

SBMRPExpert add: (Rule
number: 10
condition: [

( #taOVERtp gt:1.38)
& (#varOfProcTimes gt:57.64)

& (#varOfProcTimes lt:71.5)
& (#tightness gt:0)]

action: [#forwardLS]).

SBMRPExpert add: (Rule
number: 11
condition: [

(#ta0VERtp lt:1.88)
& (#varOfDues It:17.97)

& (#varOfSlacks gt:6.18)
& rtightness gt:0)
& (#varOfLoad gt:27.55)]

action: [#forwardLS]).

SBMRPExpert add: (Rule
number: 12
condition: [

( #taOVERtp t:1.33)
& (#ta0 Rtp lt:1.45)
& (#varOfDues gt:4.34)

& (#varOfSlacks gt:0.98)
& (#varOfSlacks lt:23.24)
& ( #varOfLoad It:8.38)]

action: [#forwardLS]).

SBMRPExpert add: (Rule
number: 13
condition: [

( #taOVERtp gt:1.45)
& (#ta0VERtp lt:2.04)

& (#varOfDues gt:20.5)
& (#varOfDues lt:23.64)

& ( #varOfLoad gt:4.57)]
action: [ #backwardLS]).
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SBMRPExpert add: (Rule
number: 14
condition: [

(#ta0VERtp gt:2.15)
& (#varOfSlacks gt:27.1)

& (#varOfProcTimes gt:9.24)]
action: [#backwardLS]).

SBMRPExpert add: (Rule
number: 15
condition: [

(#varOfSlacks gt:51.18)
& ( #varOfLoad gt:16.93)]

action: [#backwardLS]).

SBMRPExpert add: (Rule
number: 16
condition: [

( #taOVERtp gt:1.88)
& ( #taOVERtp lt:2.24)
& (#varOfSlacks gt:13.6)

& (#varOfProcTimes gt:4.97)
& (#varOfProcTimes lt:14.24)

& (#tightness It:16)
& ( #varOfLoad gt:4.75)

& ( #varOfNoOfOperationsForJob gt:0.4)]
action: [#backwardLS]).

SBMRPExpert add: (Rule
number: 17
condition: [

( #taOVERtp lt:1.38)
& (#varOfSlacks gt:5)

& (#varOfSlacks lt:26.57)
& ( #varOfLoad gt:97.75)

& ( #varOfLoad lt:145.92)]
action: [#forwardLS]).

SBMRPExpert add: (Rule
number: 18
condition: [

( #taOVERtp It:1.12)
& (#varOfDues It:139.34)
& (#varOfSlacks gt:0.64)

& ( #varOfNoOfOperations gt:0)
& ( #varOfNoOfOperations lt:0.7)

& ( #varOfNoOfOperationsForJob It:0.67)]
action: [#forwardEDD]).
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SBMRPExpert add: (Rule
number: 19
condition: [

(#ta0VERtp gt:1.19)
& ( #taOVERtp lt:1.38)

& (#varOfDues gt:27.57)
& (#varOfDues It:45.27)

& (#varOfSlacks gt:1.1)
& (#varOfSlacks lt:3.67)]

action: [ #forwardEDD]).

SBMRPExpert add: (Rule
number: 20
condition: [

( #taOVERtp It:1.27)
& (#varOfDues lt:46.97

& (#varOfProcTimes gt:12.2)
& (#varOfProcTimes lt:48.24)

& ( #varOfNoOfOperations It:0.2)]
action: [ #forwardEDD]).

SBMRPExpert add: (Rule
number: 21
condition: [

( #taOVERtp gt:1.16)
& ( #taOVERtp It:1.19)

& (#varOfProcTimes gt:22.77)
& (#tightness gt:50)

& ( #varOfNoOfOperations lt:0)
& (#var0fLoad gt:57.33)]

action: [#forwardEDD]).

SBMRPExpert add: (Rule
number: 22
condition: [

( #taOVERtp gt:1.46)
& ( #taOVERtp 1t:1.87)

& (#varOfDues gt:22.57)
& (#varOfDues lt:72.78)

& (#varOfSlacks gt:5.17)
& (#varOfSlacks It:23.67)

& (#varOfProcTimes gt:27.1)
& (#varOfProcTimes It:53.08)

& ( #varOfNoOfOperations 1t:1)]
action: [ #backwardEDD]).

SBMRPExpert add: (Rule
number: 23
condition: [

( #taOVERtp gt:2.13)
& (#varOfProcTimes It:9.24)

& ( #varOfNoOfOperationsForJob gt:0.27)]
action: [ #backwardEDD]).
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SBMRPExpert add: (Rule
number: 24
condition: [

( #taOVERtp gt:1.45)
& ( #taOVERtp lt:1.87)

& (#varOfDues gt:12.94)
& (#varOfDues lt:115.67)

& (#varOfSlacks gt:5.17)
& (#varOfSlacks lt:46.8)

& (#tightness lt:16)
& ( #varOfNoOfOperations lt:1)

& ( #varOfNoOfOperationsForJob gt:0.67)
& ( #varOfNoOfOperationsForJob lt:1.07)]

action: [#backwardEDD]).

SBMRPExpert add: (Rule
number: 25
condition: [

( #taOVERtp gt:1.38)
& (#varOfSlacks gt:5.17)

& (#varOfSlacks lt:6.18)
& ( #varOfLoad gt:26.83)]

action: [#backwardEDD]).

SBMRPExpert add: (Rule
number: 26
condition: [

(#varOfDues gt:12.94)
& (#varOfDues lt:17.54)

& (#varOfSlacks gt:6.18)
& (#tightness gt:0)

& (#tightness It:16)
& ( #varOfLoad lt:27.55)]

action: [#backwardEDD]).

SBMRPExpert add: (Rule
number: 27
condition: [

( #taOVERtp gt:1.45)
& (#varOfProcTimes gt:11.47)

& ( #varOfLoad 11:4.57)]
action: [ #backwardEDD]).

SBMRPExpert add: (Rule
number: 28
condition: [

( #taOVERtp gt:1.14)
& ( #taOVERtp lt:1.45)

& (#varOfProcTimes gt:74.14)
& (#varOfProcTimes lt:86.47)

& ( #varOfLoad lt:97.75)]
action: [#backwardEDD]).
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SBMRPExpert add: (Rule
number: 29
condition: [

(
#taOVERtp gt:1.38)

& (#varOfSlacks lt:4.97)
& (#varOfProcTimes gt:7.47)

& (#varOfLoad gt:15.25)]
action: [#backwardEDD]).

SBMRPExpert add: (Rule
number: 30
condition: [

(#varOfDues lt:115.67)
& (#varOfSlacks gt:39.78)

& (#varOfSlacks lt:46.8)
& (#varOfProcTimes gt:27.1)]

action: [#backwardEDD]).

SBMRPExpert add: (Rule
number: 31
condition: [

(#taOVERtp gt:nil)
& (#varOfSlacks Itni1)]

action: [ #backwardEDD]).
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Appendix D: Operating Instructions

This appendix is provided to present details on how the system is run.

The first step is to create a subdirectory, "SBMRP," and copy the system files

into the subdirectory. Once this has been done, use the operating system to

move to the subdirectory SBMRP and simply enter "v" (without the quotes) at

the cursor. Then, an arrow cursor which can be moved with a mouse and two

choices, "System Transcript" and "Workspace," will appear on the screen. Since

Smalltalk/V is a menu-oriented system, commands are given by selecting items

from menus. The basic evaluation procedure as conducted in Smalltalk/V is as

follows:

1) Move the cursor to "Workspace";

2) Select any of the evaluation expressions by making them active

(dark);

3) Click the right mouse button when a new menu is desired;

4) Move the cursor over the "do it" item; and

5) Click the left mouse button.

The operating procedure is described in the two separate phases:

building the KBES and evaluating the KBES. In the first phase, the first step

is to initiate the job generator by evaluating "SbMRPExecutive new startJob-

Generator" in the workspace window. Then, "SbMRPExecutive new startJob-

Scheduler" is evaluated to derive the Job Summary database. Once this data-

base has been generated, the database Jobs may be deleted since it takes signi-
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ficant amounts of memory in the COMPAQ 386. The next step is to apply

C4.5 to the Job Summary.

In order to derive a set of production rules from C4.5, some prepara-

tions must be made for the use of the UNIX system. First, one of input files

must be defined with an extension, such as "R1.names." The example of this

input file is given in Appendix A. Then, the Job Summary should be renamed

as "Rl.data." Each line in the database contains the values of the job charac-

teristics in order, followed by the CLM. In order to evaluate unseen cases (test

sets), a new Job Summary should be renamed "Rl.test." The format of this

database is identical to that of the database. Based on these files, a major

program may be run in C4.5.

The command "C4.5 -f Rl" generates a large decision tree based on the

data provided. Then, the command "C4.5rules -f Rl" reads the decision tree

and generates a set of production rules. When unforeseen cases based on the

same set of production rules are run, the command "C4.5rules -f R1 -u" is

issued after renaming Job Summary as "Rl.test."

However, since C4.5 was originally developed for recommending the best

class when the user assigns the attribute values, it is almost impossible to test a

large amount of jobs with a great number of attributes. As a result, the set of

production rules derived from C4.5 should be entered into the Smalltalk system

(bearing in mind the Smalltalk format requirements), which provides the capa-

city to generate large numbers of jobs and to schedule those large jobs within a

reasonable amount of time.

The next step is to create a new instance of class "Expert." This

instance is stored in the global variable SBMRPExpert.

"Initialize a schedule-based MRP expert."

SBMRPExpert: = Expert new.
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Subsequently, a series of rules is given to the new schedule-based MRP

expert in a long expression. The KBES system acquires knowledge by evaluat-

ing this expression. The following expression shows a subset of the entire rule-

set. The entire list is included in a separate file, "SBMRPKBS."

"Build Rules Acquired to the Schedule-based MRP Expert"

SBMRPExpert add: (Rule
number: 1
condition: [

( #taOVERtp lt:1.17)
& (#varOfDues gt:30.14)
& (#tightness It:50)]

action: [ #forwardSPT]).

SBMRPExpert add: (Rule
number: 2
condition: [

( #taOVERtp gt:1.16)
& ( #taOVERtp lt:1.38)
& (#varOfSlacks It:11.14)

& (#varOfProcTimes gt:43.5)
& (#varOfProcTimes It:53.08)

& ( #varOfNoOfOperations lt:1.2)
& (#varOfLoad gt:22.68)

& (#varOfNoOfOperationsForJob gt:0)
& ( #varOfNoOfOperationsForJob It:1.07)]

action: [#forwardSPT]).

In the KBES evaluation phase, the operating procedure is much simpler.

The only task which remains is to compare the KBES with the two existing

SBMRP methods with respect to total costs. As a result, the workload of the

job scheduler is reduced and the use of C4.5 is not required.

The first step, similar to that of the building phase, is to generate a

large number of jobs (test job sets) by evaluating "SbMRPExecutive new start-

Job Generator." Then, "SbMRPExecutive new revisedJobScheduler" is evaluated

to cause the KBES and the two existing methods to generate and evaluate

schedules for these jobs, resulting in the database Cost. Based on this database,

final results are derived by evaluating "SbMRPExecutive new initAnalysis."
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Appendix E: Procedure to Use the KBES

This Appendix is provided to explain how users may use the KBES.

The overall procedural structure is shown in Figure E.1 (following page).

Upon arrival of a new job order or a rescheduling request from the pro-

duction system, the job will be exploded into the lowest level (e.g., parts and

materials to be purchased) by the use of BOMs. By the application of MRP

techniques, the due date for each part will be determined. In addition, the pro-

cessing times for each part will be obtained through accessing their history.

Once the due dates and the processing times for all parts have been set,

these data are entered into a Jobs database. Based on information in this data-

base, job characteristics can be easily derived. The job characteristics of

concern include a variety of due dates, slack times, and total available times

divided by total processing times, as well as other selected characteristics.

Another useful feature of this system is that these characteristics can be

calculated very easily and quickly.

Once the job characteristics are obtained, the best loading method is

selected with the aid of the KBES. The scheduler, one of system components,

is used to apply the selected loading method to the job to generate a schedule.

The evaluation of "SBMRPExecutive new showJobScheduler" accomplishes

three tasks, including calculation of the job characteristics, selection of the best

CLM, and generation and display of the schedule.
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New job (products) order arrival

Break the product into the lowest level ---- Use BOM

Determine due dates for parts Use MRP technique

Extract job characteristics

Select the best loading method Use KBES

Generate a schedule based on the method

Figure E.1 Procedural structure, use of the KBES.


